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Pagel2
soccer team plays
Eastern Illinois in the
OVC Tournament Scmifmals at 1 p.m. today at
Samford University.

Pagell
Tweed and bouclt~
suits for women and
pinstriped suits for
men are some of the
most popular business
attire this season.
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Voters give control to GOP
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MSU students

learn ups, downs
of campaigns
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

Approximately lO hours
after the last polls closed.
Sen. John Kerry conceded
the presidential election to
President George W. Bush
Wednesday. and the work
of Murray State students
active in the campaign
came to an end.
Getting people to the
polls was an important part
of helping a candidate win
the election. Both parties
engaged in massive voter
registration drives nationally, but they also had local
help.
Guier Millikan, president
of College Democrats,
worked with the Calloway
County Democratic Headquarters, performing a variety of tasks, mainly dealing
with publicity. Millikan,

junior from Eddyville, said
the effort to get more young
people to the polls was
largely unsuccessful.
"Regardless of how students were going to vote,
I'm really disappointed that
they didn't realize the large
impact this is going to have
on their lives," she said. "A
lot of people registered,
which led us to believe they
were going to vote, but
when it came time to spend
the five minutes to vote,
they didn't come out."
Millikan
campaigned
mainly for Dan Mongiardo
for the U.S. Senate and
Buddy Buckingham for the
state House of Representatives.
Despite daily frustrations
because of a variety of
obstacles, Millikan classified her overall experience
as positive and said she
enjoyed learning more

information courtt.>sy of cnn.com

graphic by Chia-Hung Chang/guest

Chris Hondros/Gctty lm.1ges

Kerry Ustens to running mate Sen. John Edwards
introduce him in Faneuil Hall Wednesday in Boston.
Earlier that day, Kerry conceded the race to Bush,
who won the election by carrying 274 electoral college votes.
about the candidates.
"I would get maybe a little frustrated, but for the
most part, you know when
you start that not everybody's going to agree with
you," Millikan said.
When watching the election night coverage, Millikan said she watched

CNN. NHC and WPSD, the
Paducah
station.
She
remain~d hopeful for a
Democrat victory.
"Being active in the campaign really gives you a
chance to know not only
where your candidate
stands but what the overall
issues are," she said.

Millikan focused on battleground states, such as
Michigan, Ohio and Florida,
when waiting to find out
who would be the next
president.
Though Millikan said the
country needs to unite and
work through partisan
divides, she is worried
about the next four years.
"Four years from now,
people will definitely be
ready ,for change," she said.
"Unfortunately, they have
to learn that the hard way.
It's certainly not my hope; I
just worry the next four
years are going to be hard."
Rob Whitfield, public
relations chairman for College Republicans, also
worked on the campaign
but viewed the results differently. He coordinated
with the Calloway County
Republican Headquarters
and corresponded via email with Bush campaign
advisers.
Though this was the most

involved Whitfield, junior
from Paris, Tenn .. was in a
campaign. he also worked
with the campaign for Gov.
Ernie Fletcher last year.
In this campaign, one task
he performed was calling
constituents.
"Even though some individuals are bothered, they
do tend to produce positive
results," he said. "Our aim is
not to bother anybody but
to inform them of our candidate's views."
Whitfield got involved
with the campaign because
he believed in the Republican Party's platforms and
thought those values could
strengthen the country.
On Election Day Whitfield traveled to his hometown and cast his baJlot. He
said he considered chang·
ing his voter registration
based on his involvement
with the local races.
"I would have liked to
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Thursday, Oct. 27

Jnnna Tanner/The News
Mike Thompson and Marty Anderson, facilities management staff
hang a Christmas wreath on the campus gate to decorate for 4 Holidays
at Murray State,' a Christmas music video featuring the University.
Facilities Management, working with the music department, started
outside decorations Wednesday.

Career office announces
location of teacher's fair
Murray State's Career Services
Office will host ils Fall Teacher
Career Fair beginning at 9 a.m. Tuesday in the ballroom of the Curris
Center. Representatives from the surrounding school districts will be present.
. For more information contact
Marlo Rhodes, career service specialist, at 762-3803.

Rotaract Club sponsors
shoe box drive for needy
The Rotaract Club is hosting the
4th annual Shoe Bux Proj~o•ct. Collections started Monday and drop-off
boxes will be in each residential college as well as the Curris Center. The
deadline to turn finished boxes in will
be Nov. 17. The Rotaract Club will
hold a wrapping party from 7 to 9
p.m. Nov. 17 in the Lobby of Hart College.
For more information e-mail
rotaract@ murraystate.edu.

University' liosts meeting
of state science academy
Murray State will host the 90th
meeting of the Kentucky Academy of
Science today and Saturday. Registration will be on the third floor of the

.

Curris Center. Scicnti:-;ts throughout
the state gather annually for this meeting that began Thursday. Between 400
and 500 participants arc expected to
attend. ThL' Univt~ rsity is co-hosting
the event with the West Kentucky
Community and Technical College.
For more information check the
KAS Web site at kas.wku.cdu or con·
tact Weber at 762-3391.

Annual program offers
leadership opportunities
The 2004 Student Technology
Lead ership Program Showcase for
Region I will be Friday in the Curris
Center. The annual conference moti·
vatcs students to develop their talent
and create leadership opportunities
through the usc of tl'chnology.
The projects will be on display on
the third floor of the Curris Center
Friday. The community is invited to
view the exhibit from 10 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.
For'fuorc information contact the
college of education aministrative
secretary, Melissa Elrod, at 762-3817.
\

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Stephanie Buford, online editor. If you
would like to submit information for
Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

12:16 a.m. Racer Patrol reported
possible students climbing the
exterior walls of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Students were
also reported hiding on the second floor landing. A fraternity
was playing hide and seek. Students were advised to stay out
of the building.
6:41 p.m. The residence director from White College report·
ed the college's grill was shot
witb a paint ball gun. It
appeared to have just happened.
The grill was not damaged.
10:29 p.m. A student reported
while parking her car, a male
subject drove by and yelled at
her and threw something that
hit her car. The vehicle was not
damaged. The male subject was
upset because he was going to
park where the caller parked.

Friday, Oct. 29
8:37 a.m. A caller from the Old
Fine Arts Building reported
garbage ncar west doors,
approximately 10 bags. The bags
were busted open, and trash was
on the ground
9:47 a.m. A caller from the
intramural fields reported a car
alarm activation. The vehicle
appeared normal. Owner was
nof able to be contacted. The
front desk was contacted to
locate the owner.
11:48 p.m. A caller from College
Courts made a noise complaint.
The resident advised the individuals in the apartment above
were stomping and being loud.
The residence director on call
was notified of the situation.

Monday, Nov. I
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Sunday, Oct. 31
1:08 a.m. A caller from White
College reported a possible case
of alcohol poisoning on the
fourth floor. Emergency Medical Services were notified. and
the residence director was notified of the situation. The individual refused medical treatment by EMS.
1:20 a.m. While out with Emergency Medical Services call at
1:08 in White College, the officer nrrcstcd Lindsey Bennett,
freshman from Madisonville,
for intoxication in a public
place.
1:30 a.m. Officers were out
with an individual in the 15th
and Olive parking lot. The individual was relieving himself in a
public place. Officers advised
subject not to do this on campus
again. The individual left campus.
7:28 p.m. Murray Police
Department reported a vehicle
being egged from the footbridge. MPD talked to the two
juveniles.

11:41 a.m. Shawn Morrison,
non-student from Murray, was
Saturday, Oct. 30 .
arrested on an active warrant
4:51 a.m. A caller from Eliza- for burglary of the third degree
beth College reported being from the Oakley Applied Sciunable to fmd his friend. The ence Ruildinng.
caller last spoke to the missing 6:31 p.m. A caller said he may
student around 2 a.m. The have left his phone in a room in
caller stated tbe student had a the Industry and Technology
disagreement
with
her Center. The caller requested
boyfriend and was not in the an officer to meet him to check
t the room. The caller found his
room now.
8:30 p.m. An officer found cell phone in his car.
what appeared to be a dead owl 7:06 p .m. A student at public
in the pit area of the Lowery safety reported a blue van in
Center. Fish and Wildlife were the parking lot followed a stu·
contacted and took the animal. dent around the lot trying to
4:08p.m. A caller from Hester talk to them. An officer may

1 008 Chestnut St.

j
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College reported a car smoking
in front of the building. The
vehicle was not damaged. A
small fire was in the engine
compartment. Murray Fire
Department inspected the
vehicle and cleared the scene.
11:17 p.m. A caller from White
College requested an officer
check on an intoxicated student. The subject was OK
when the officer checked.

!DVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CAll 753-8084

The 2005 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

have located the van at the
Curris Center.
11:58 p.m. Jonathan Eiland,
sophomore from Hattiesburg.
Miss., was issued a citation for
the possession of less than
eight ounces of marijuana.

Thesday, Nov. 2
4:08 a.m. A caller in the Residential Circle requested a
. security check of the area. The
caller reported a female student was running across the
parking lot, and a vehicle was
possibly following her. Officers checked the area; everything appeared normal.
3:23 p.m. A caller reported a
verbal argument in progress in
the North 16th Street parking
lot. The argument began off
campus. Murray Police Department units were on the scene.
3:27 p.m. A caller reported an
individual down .between Hester College and the intramural
fields. The individual refused
treatment by Emergency Med·
ical Services and left the area
with a friend.

Wednesday, Nov. 3
7:51 a.m. Mathew Williams,
non-student from Murray, was
arrested for third degree burglary.
3:28p.m. Phillip Wayne Hall,
junior from Nokomis, Fla., was
arrested for fourth degree
assault.
8:26p.m. Jeff Brewer, non-student from Murray, was arrested for third degree burglary.
ll:ll p.m. A caller from Hart
College reported, while she
was leaving the computer lab, a
clothes iron fell from a window
in the college and almost hit
her.
Motorist assists - 5
Racer escorts - S
Arrests- 5

Police Beat is compiled by
Stephanie Buford, 'online editor, wid1 materials provided by
Public Safety. All dispatched
calls are not listed. For a complete listing, visit www.thenews.org.

Campus Lights Presents
Auditions lor
Irving Berlin's

Annie Get Your Gun
Nov.889
Farrell Recital Hall S·8p.m.
For lurther information
regarding auditions or the
show contact
David McCan at 762·2433
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Erin GillesiThe News

Democrat Buddy Buckingham concedes the Kentucky House of Representatives r ace in the fifth district to RepubHcan Melvin Henley around
7 p .m. at the Democr atic Headquarters of CaUoway County.

Political activists stress
participation in election
From Pagel
give them my vote; however, given the state by
state predictions, I
believed that a presidential vote cast in the
state of Tennessee
Ril k)' Agosri nt lhe New s
would be more signifiRep ublican .Ken Winters makes calls Tuesday afternoon in the Republican Headquarters cant than one in Kentucky,'" ill' said.
of Calloway County to check o n Election Day progress and voter turnout.
When watching the
returns on Fox News,
Whitfield said he was
never concerned about
a Bush defeat based on
initial results reponed.
"My chief anxiety was
whether the defeated
candidate. would concede honorably or
attempt to legally chalthe election
lenge
results," Whitfield said.
"I was very happy to
hear Sen. Ke~s concession
speech,
Frin Gilles/ The News
,
•
AnnrPa Chnpman ' TI~t.> New
although I obviously
A crow d gathers at the Democrat Brandon Hester_, sophomore from Fort Campbell, · would have preferred to
Headquarters Tuesday evening.
checks in to vote by showing his identlflcatio n.
have heard it (Tuesday
night)."
(Le ft) Freed
Annie Weatherholt,
Curd and Sue
sophomore
from
Hood
of
Cloverport, also said
Mur ray
Kerry was wise to concede when he did,
await results
although she camat the Dem opaigned for the Democcrat Headratic
Party.
qu a rt e r s
"I'm
not happy about
T u es d ay
the results, but it's not
afternoon.
going to ruin my life or
(Right) Eric
anything," Weatherholt
King, fr eshsaid. "I knew that everyman
from
one didn't want a big
Calhoun , lismess to drag on like
te ns
to
Florida and (Kerry) had
r eturns at a
lost the popular vote, so
there was really no
;._==-._.......,;,.,;,o._&l Re publi c a n
point for him to contest
party T uesit."
.;__ _ _- - - . -.,-----' day evening.
camW(•athcrholt
Erin Gilles/The News

the Republican National
Committee and the
president, making sure
that those seats would
be won," said Cameron
Franklin, senior from
Wingo.
Franklin campaigned
for Buddy Petty for
state
representative,
who lost to Incumbent
Fred Nesler. Franklin
worked on the campaign
as a consultant and
began in mid-September.
He said his main job
was to organize fundraisers and direct campaign mail in response
to constituent concerns.
"Overall, we had a
pretty good run," he
said. "It's just that we
were going against an
incumbency. When a
man has been there for
12 years, it's hard to get
people to vote for our
candidate."
Franklin said the overall job was a positive
experience because he
can learn from campaign mistakes how to
organize an effective
campaign. However, he
expected a closer race
than ended up occurring.
"It was heartbreaking
because I had a lot of
faith that Buddy would
be proclaimed the victor
because he is a great
man of integrity for the
job, and I think if elected he would have done a
great job for the area,"
Franklin said. "It was
p retty much disbelief in
the margin he lost by."

Same-sex marriage amendment passes;
11 states to alter respective constitutions

Local Election Results
U.S. Senate
Republican Incumbent Jim Bunning defeats
Democratic Challenger Dan Mongiardo

Melissa Kilcoyne

U.S. House of Representatives
Republican Incumbent Ed Whitfield defeats
Democratic Challenger Billy Cartwright
Kentucky Senate (1st district)
Republican Ken Winters defeats Democrat Dennis
Null to replace retiring Sen. Bob Jackson
Kentucky House of Representatives (5th district)
Republican Challenger Melvin Henley defeats
Democratic Incumbent Buddy Buckingham
Murray City Council
Danny Hudspeth, Bill Wells, Sammy Pittman, Rita
Henley, Hugh Massey, Dan Miller, F.T. Seargent,
Pete Lancaster, Pat Scott, Lance Allison, Robert
Billington and Doris Parham were elected because
they received the most votes out of 16 candidates.

paigncd for Vice Presidential Candidate John
Edwards during the primary campaign to
increase
his
name
recognition.
"The first house I
went to in Nashville,
they didn't know anything about the candidate, and by the time we
left, they were definitely
going to vote for him in
the primary," she said.
Despite
several
encouraging moments,
Weatherholt said everyone was not receptive to
her talks. She said while
walking through the
snow, some people
stayed inside and would
not answer the door to
campaigners.
"I realized the people
who lived in bad houses
were friendlier," she
said. "They would invite
you in and chat for a
while."
Wcat herholt
later
campaigned in Ohio for
Kerry but said she was
unsure of how the vote
would turn out until
Wednesday.
However, not all Murray State students were
surprised by the results.
The Republicans gained
scats in the House of
Representatives and the
U.S. Senate and have a
ma)onty
m
both,
according to the New
York Times.
''I expected there
would be a greater number of Republicans getting into Congress than
the last election because
of the overall support of

1

congregation, Foster said he
did not openly endorse any
News Editor
mkill·oyne@lhenews.org
political matter.
"I never preached sermons
Kentucky and 10 other states on candidates,'' he said. "I
approved amendments ban- teach the doctrine of scripture
ning same-sex marriage to and tell people to vote based on
state
constitutions that."
their
Foster said even though the
Wednesday.
Chad Foster, pastor of amendment passed overImmanuel Lutheran Church, whelmingly in all the states in
which it was on the ballot, he is
said he supported its passage.
"1 voted for it, and I think unsure of whether or not the
that other states did too is a U.S. Constitution will be
good sign." he said. "I think changed.
"We need to be careful in
that marriage is one of the
changing
that, and I understand
bedrocks of our society, and if
we change the definition of the role and the procedure and
marriage, then we're opening protocol." he said. "I even
agree with it. It's something we
up a slippery slope."
Though Foster said it is a should not change lightly and
religious issue, he said it can· OK to leave up to states."
However, Stephanie Wells,
not be separated from its relifrom
Louisviile,
gious base because that would senior
expressed a different view. She
destroy it.
"Watching some of the cov- said she completely disagreed
erage last night, morality and with it but was not surprised it
ethical issues was one of the passed.
"It will take every bit of 25
main reasons people came out
years for it to be changed,"
to vote," he said.
In communicating with his Wells said. "A lot of states like

California and Massachusetts
have tried to pass laws to protect rights, and I think those
will be the states that it will be
very divided."
Wells said a movement for
rights for gays and lesbians is
the last critical rights movement of this century. She compared it to similar struggles
with African-Americans and
women in the 20th century.
Wells said she was doubtful
about the U.S. Constitution
being amended because of so
few states attempting to
change state constitutions.
According to the Courier
Journal, the amendment passed
in Kentucky by approximately
75 percent.
Other states that approved
the amendment are: Oregon,
Arkansas. Georgia,· Michigan,
Mississippi, Montana, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Ohio and
Utah, according to the New
York Times. The smallest margin by which the amendment
passed was in Oregon with 57
percent of the votes.
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Electoral College in ~e need
K of reformation, abolishment
.
."
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Does the Electoral
College need reform?
Why?
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O UR VIEW:

"Yes, it shouldn't
be about the
states winning. It
should be about
the actual votes..,

lLECTORI\L VoTES

Is ..

Issu e:
THE
ELECTORAL

Jamile Owens

COI.LEGE,

freshmen, Sterlcvl/le, Miss

CREATED BY
AMERICA'S
FOUNDING
FATHERS AS A
FAIR WAY OF

"Yes. I think it is
out-dated."

ELECTING
CANDIDATES
ON A NATIONAL

Michael Craft
sophomon~,

LEVEL, IS NOW

Paducah

IN QUESTION
AS AN OUT-OFDATE SYSTEM
IN NEED OF
REFORM OR
ABOLISHMENT.

""Yes. it needs to
change for future
elections."
Red McCoy
sophomore, AIJ(Iusta Ga.

Position:
THE
ELECTION
PROCESS IN
AMERICA IS IN

"Yes, I think it's
ridiculous that
people vote but
the Electoral
College doesn't
have to go

DESPERATE
NEED OF
REFORM. THE
ELF.L"TORAL
COLLEGE

with it."

CAUSES MORE
PROBLEMS

Amanda Berry
junior, Glasgow

THAN IT

SOLVES. WE
LIVE IN A
Micho.~el

Mel aurine/7hc New::.

24-

HOUR NEWS
ENVIRONMENT,

TJ-IEM8tu:ray
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2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
www.thenews.org

Vanessa Childers
Editor In Chief • 762·6877

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762-4468

Elizabeth Caweln

AND SHOULD
BE ABLE TO
ELECT OUR
PRESIDENT BY
POPULAR VOTE
AS WE DO ANY
OTHER POLITICAL OFFICE.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is comprised of
all section editors.
As another election year
comes to a close, we are faced
again with the inadequacy of an
electoral system which has
been serving our nation for
more than 200 years.
In the 2000 election, flaws in
the Electoral College were a
major issue as Democratic
nominee Vice President Al
Gore received the majority of
the popular vote but Republican nominee Texas Gov. George
W. Bush received the electoral
vote and the presidency.
The Electoral College was
devised by our Founding
Fathers as a fair system of
electing a president. According
to T ime magazine, "Since travel
and communication around the
country was slow, they worried
that citizens wouldn't get sufficient information about candidates outside their state and
would usually just pick someone from their region."
For that reason, a direct popular vote was ruled out. Other
choices included a vote by congress or a vote by state legislatures, but the framers of the
Constitution
found
both
options to be ripe with opportunity for corruption.
Instead, they chose to hold
general elections not for candi-

dates, but instead for electors.
Each state was given two electors, representing the two senators, and then additional electors equal to the number of representatives the state has in the
House of Representatives.
Now, though we live in a constant news cycle with information at our fingertips 24 hours a
day, we still use the Electoral
College. And every four years,
it results in the interesting
activities and antics of election
evening. during which news
stations attempt to call states'
electoral votes for one candidate or another.
In the case of the 2000 election, those calls were made far
too early in several states. leading to the calling of the entire
election for both candidates
before the evening was over.
On Tuesday most news stations were much more conscious of this, the foibles of
November 2000 fresh in their
minds. Stations held off on calling states until the margin of
difference was great.
CNN held off on calling Ohio,
and in fact did not call the state
before Sen. John Kerry could
concede to Bush. On the flipside, networks such as Fox
News and NBC called Ohio
before midnight on Tuesday.
Depending on which station
you were watching, the election was leaning in both directions at any given time

throughout the night.
The confusion of calling is
only one highlight in the many
flaws in the Electoral College.
In the case of a tie, the vote
would be sent to the House of
Representatives, instead of
falling back to the popular vote.
Truly, the popular vote has no
bearing whatsoever on an election, and this desperately needs
to be changed.
Either the Electoral College
should be abolished, resulting
in the election of the president
by the popular vote, just like all
other elected offices in American government, or electoral
votes should be split to allow
both candidates to receive
some votes in all 50 states, like
the policies in Maine and
Nebraska.
The abolishment of the Electoral College might take some
of the election night delight
away from news junkies who
wait in front of the TV for
states to be called as polls close
and exit polls come in, but ultimately the wait for the popular
vote count would be worth it.
The American people's need
fo r up-to-the-minute, instant
information should not get in
the way of our privilege to
choose our leaders. We waited
weeks to find out the election
results four years ago, we can
do it again.
Every vote should count,
regardless of how long it takes.

Opinion Editor • 762·4468

Heather Bryant
College Life Editor • 762·4468

•Your Opini()fl

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Stephanie Buford
Online Editor • 762-4480

Crystal Palmisano
Chief Copy Editor • 762·4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor · 762·4468

Tonya Wlrgau
Advertising Manager • 762·4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762·2998
"The Murray State News• strives to be the
University community's source for information.
Our goal is to present that information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum tor expression and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on
teaming environment for those students Inter·
ested In journalism or other fields relating to the
prOduction of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy; and. 1ts
editors should be free to develop their own edi·
tonal and news poliCies.
"The Murray State News" Is prepared and
edited by students and Is an official pubriCation
of Murray State University, The first copy of
"The Murray State News• is free. Additional
copies are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson

Hall.
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Tradition not foreign
to Murray State

of the commonwealth as being
one of the finest in the country.
The University recently celeTo the Editor:
brated its 72nd Homecoming
I read with slight bewilder- which featured the Homecoming
ment the Friday "Another Brick Bonfire, an event held annually
in the Wall," which said the Shoe since at least the 1940s, the 22nd
Tree was. Murray State's . "one 5K Run, the 42nd Agriculture
measly tradition."
Banquet and the 19th College of
I encourage you to walk around Education Breakfast.
campus, visit various departThe frrst Homecoming Parade
ments and talk with people to was Nov. 5, 1941, and Tent City
learn about some of the Universi - made its first appearance in
ty's other traditions, the likes of October 1989. None give the
which include Campus Lights, appearance of biting the dust
the longest running, student-pro- anytime soon.
duced musical in the South, now
The Fight Song was mentioned
in its 68th year, All-Campus Sing, as a tradition - what do you call
which has a 48-year history, and Racer One running around the
the annual Quad State Festival, track after each touchdown? Vioon the books for 57 years now.
let Cactus started this tradition in
AU are products of the Univer- 1976 and ran the lap for eight
sity's music department which years until her death in 1984.
has a long-standing reputation
Current students may not
(some would say tradition) that know she is laid to rest within the
reaches well beyond the borders confines of Stewart Stadium.
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Alumni speak fondly of her to
this day.
The introduction of a new athletic logo a few years back did
not result in the demise of
Dunker, yet another Murray
State tradition. The mascot's
unveiling at the last home basketball game is also a tradition.
The Miss Murray State Schol·
arship Pageant began in 1942 and
has been held annually since
then. Mr. MSU, a philanthropic
event sponsored by Alpha Omi·
cron Pi, has been a staple since
1981, and other Greek organizations have been sponsoring annual philanthropic events like
Watermelon Bust, Miss Black
and Gold, Rock-A·Thon, Pig-Out,
Derby Days, Frog Hop and Paul
Bunyan Day for years.
You may feel compelled to
label many as "annual events,"
but I submit they have evolved
into traditions that are attended

-
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by thousands of students, the
campus community. the community and region and alumni year
after year after year.
Like the Shoe Tree, they are
every bit a part of Murray State's
traditions and deserve to be recognized as such.
Patti M. Jones
Associate Director
Alumni Affairs

Write to as
The~ State News we~
c:omm~mtarles and- ~ (0 UJe edi-

tor. I..etmrs should be 400• WOlds or
less and must be signed. Coritiliulors
shOuld~ add.-.aQrl phone

numbers f'or vuificadQn. fkase
Include hc!alt4own. claaiJbtion.
~or relationship to the Univcnity.
Commenraries should be limited
to 500 words. The Mumy be
:News reserves 11\0 rij.bf to edit for
st)U, lenglb and~
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The golden rule of restaurant patronage

Soundtrack
Treat your server as you want to be treated needed
In My
Opinion
for silent life

Heather
Bryant
"1 HAVE HAD
CUSTOMF.RS

SHOUT
OBSCENITlES Kf
ME AND
CUSTOMERS
WHO ASKED ME
lF THEY COULD
PRAY POR ME
AS THEY SAID
GRACE OVER
THEIR FOOD."

.

We are the individuals in
a restaurant who rush from
table to table balancing
heavy trays of food and beverages and memorizing
orders while biting our
tongues so as not to tell a
rude 'customer where he
can stick his "one third
sweet and two thirds
unsweet" tea.
We are servers.
I have been a server for
three years and have
learned the ugliest and
meanest part of humanity
can be revealed if peoples'
steaks are not cooked just
right or their coffee is not
practically boiling.
When I first began, I used
to hide in the restroom and
cry when heartless people
complained and made hateful comments to me, but not
anymore. Now I just smile
and nod at them and sometimes imagine what it would
be like to sprinkle Tabasco
sauce in their eyes.
. Through all of the years
of my food service experience, I have not only met

people who tuck silverware
and salt shakers into their
pockets because they somehow think that much is
owed them, but also the
customers who brightened
my day with a simple ''thank
you" and a kind smile.
Then there are the "regulars" who frequent the
restaurant every week and
genuinely care about how
my life is going. These people give me cards at Christmas and make it a point to
show me pictures of their
grandchildren. In a way,
they become part of the
restaurant family along with
the cooks and servers.
I have had customers
shout obscenities at me and
customers who asked me if
they could pray for me as
they said grace over their
food. The experience of
serving people is one I think
everyone should do in their
lifetime, or at least respect
those of us who are slaving
away to make sure customers are satisfied.
The next time you go out

~DI~TO
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for drinks or dinner with server has given me greater
friends, be sure to treat your self-confidence because of
server like a human and not dealing with the myriad of
a faceless creature who can people with various personnever be efficient enough ality types who flow
for your dining needs.
through a restaurant.
Every stain that fmds its
Remember to notice the
sweat across their brow and way on my apron makes me
how they attempt to be pursue higher education
friendly even though their even harder so I will one
feet are probably in excruci- day be able to pay my bills
ating pain. Try to be patient without smelling like grease
if your food takes a little and smoke after a hard day's
while to get done, because work.
more than likely, the server
I will always reflect on my
has no control over the time as a waitress as a pericook's working speed.
od of tremendous learning
As a college student, it and am blessed by those
may be difficult to let go of customers who are not
the extra few dollars to tip, aware of how much more
but keep in mind servers arc enjoyable they make my
usually paid less than mini- day, even if I never see
mum wage. Understand them again.
how insulting it is to arrive
I never thought the quesat a vacated table finding tion I have uttered countnothing but empty plates less times, "Would you like
and a huge mess.
fries with that?" would
To those students who make such an impact on my
arc making money through life.
servitude, I know what you
endure and believe me, I Heather Bryant is the college
think we will be better indi- life editor for The Murray
viduals as a result. Being a State News.
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Godzilla's historic birthday deserves recognition
In My
Opinion

Phil
Dishon
"I'VE BEEN A
FAN OF
GODZILLA
SINCE I WAS 2
YEARS OLD•.."

On Nov. 3, 1954, the world
was first introduced to a
cinematic icon who towered above all the rest. His
popularity has grown so
much his name is recognized globally while his
image is synonymous with
an entire nation. Of course
the cinematic titan to which
I'm referring is none other
than Godzilla
This past week, in commemoration of the 50th
anniversary of the theatrical
release of the ftrst Godzilla
film. the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
proclaimed the month of
November 2004 the 50th
Anniversary of Godzilla
Month. Los Angeles will
further honor the "King of
the Monsters" on Nov. 29,
when Godzilla will receive
a star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame.
I've been a fan of Godzilla
since I was 2 years old, and
hearing this news brings

tears of joy to my eyes. For
me, Godzilla is much more
than an actor in a foam rubber suit. He is the hero I've
grown to idolize and love
because, oddly, I relate to
him.
Millions of Godzilla fans
around the world seem to
share this same admiration,
and speaking for them all,
I'm happy to see the legacy
of Godzilla finally get the
recognition it deserves.
The Los Angeles County
Board delivered this proclamation W edncsday for reasons far beyond a simple
ftlm hitting 50. This honor
was bestowed upon Godzilla and his creators because
of the unprecedented 28
films starring the "King of
the Monsters," a feat no
other science fiction character has neared.
The honors also stem
from Toho Co. Ltd.'s decision to put an end to the
God.zilla series with the film

"Godzilla: Final Wars,"
Godzilla has a universal
which will have its world- appeal.
wide premiere in Holly1t is hard to say what the
wood's Grauman's Chinese world would be like without
Theatre on Dec! 4, 2004. Godzilla. However, it can
This will be the ftrst Japan- be said this December will
esc Godzilla film to pre- mark the end of one of
miere in the United States.
film's most influential icons,
In their proclamation. the as Godzilla bids the silver
board stated the Godzilla screen one last farewell.
film series "has been a
So for all of you movie
bridge between American buffs who have overlooked
and Japanese science-fic- the
Godzilla
movies
tion fans and has promoted because of their cheesiness
goodwill and friendship and camp, give them a secbetween our two countries ond chance. It may have
through the medium of taken five decades, but
motion pictures."
Godzilla has finally left his
I've attended the annual gigantic mark on the movie
Godzilla-Fest convention world.
sponsored by "G-Fan" magAlthough the hero I have
azine and I must say there is loved and looked up to
no truer statement that nearly my entire life is
could be said about Godzil- going away, the words of
la fans from around the the Blue Oyster Cult ring
globe. We all share strong loudly in my ears.
emotions for the films and
"Go, go, Godzilla."
characters that go well
beyond the boundaries of Phil Dishon is a staff writer
race and ethnicity.
for The Murray State News.

A consolation fee, Wacky college
because we care
courses do exist

,,

A flier in the residential
colleges recently advertised a spa therapy session.
The session featured a
number of services. and
there was a consolation fee
of$10.
The presence of a consolation fee begs the question,
is the session that bad? And
•• if it were, wouldn't they be
paying you the consolation
fee? Too bad for those who
were hoping for a consultation.

Straight
from
the

If you have ever joked
about your major being
underwater basket weaving
or some other recreational
oddity, you might be able to
fulfill some of those state~
ments
at
universities
around the country offering
an odd array of classes.
An article on nextstepmagazine:com compiled
the top 10 craziest college
courses at universities
around the nation.
At No. 1 on the list, Okla-

Have you ever been watching a ftlm
and found yourself wishing your life
had its own soundtrack?
The lives of movie characters seem
exciting and attractive to us for a
slew of reasons. They have great bodies, fabuk>usly attractive significant
others and a seemingly endless cash
flow, of course, but one cannot discount the allure of
their ever-present
musical accompaniment.
Whether it is
"Respect"
by
Aretha
Franklin
blasting as a female
heroine walks down
the street with her
head held high after
dumping a cheating
lover, or powerful, &l.litlil:ll_..li.ll
entrancing techno Elizabeth
music playing as a Cawein
svelte action hero
demonstrates cat-like . agility and
fights off hordes of attackers, the perfect music is never missing. Slow,
melodic love songs play on romantic
nights and teen angst rock blasts during tough adolescent decisions.
Think of the possibilities of a life
soundtrack. Just imagine the almost
clairvoyant abilities it could bring
you. You will never again wonder
whether someone feels the same way
about you as you feel about them.
The soundtrack will do all the talking.
Just listen to what song comes on
when you and that special someone
are interacting, and you will never be
in the dark about relationships again.
If you run into this special someone
at a party and suddenly "Closer to
You" by the Carpenters is swelling in
the background, you know the two of
you are meant to be. On the other
hand, if you were to hear "You Oughta Know" by Alanis Morissette, you
might want to make a swift turn for
the door and hop on to the next party.
Just think of the awkward moments
you could avoid and the uncomfortable silences that would be filled. You
would know precisely when to lean
in for the climactic kiss or if you
needed to opt for an obligatory handshake, instead.
Perhaps more important than the
romance, however, is the measures
your soundtrack would allow you to
take in terms of personal safety.
Imagine you're in your house alone
on a stormy evening. The lights arc
flickering on and off, and you're getting the feeling something is amiss.
All you have to do is listen to your
soundtrack, and you will know precisely when everything is about to go
downhill. Once you hear the shrieking violins, you'll know to jump up
and defend yourself against the
masked killer who is most certainly
creeping up behind you.
The next time you go walking into
a dark alley, you'll know exactly
when the proverbial shit is about to
hit the fan and make a run for it. You
will never again look over your
shoulder wondering if someone is in
the room with you, or feel like you're
being watched. Your personal sound track will have all the answers.
And as you ride, walk or run off
into the sunset, a theme song. chosen
especially by you, will fade in, the
perfect end to your personal movie,
your musical montage.
As for me? I pick "Foxy Lady" by
Jimi Hendrix. I can just hear the bass
line now.

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

homa State University social prism through which
offers the Frankenstein American culture from the
Factor: Science and Ethics Kennedy assassination in
Issues in Genetic Engineer- 1963 to the 1970 Kent State
University shootings is
ing.
The honors program viewed and remembered"
course "examines the pros
Other offerings include
and cons of genetic engi- XTreme Lit, Whitewater
neering, and dispels the skills, horror and fantasy
many myths sensational- films and golf course man·
ized in the tabloid press.''
agement.
You can look at history
through a musical perspecPet shopping now
tive at the University of
Alabama with a class titled, in Cunis Center
Looking for a pet? A
The Beatles Era. "The Beatles Era uses the music and friendly, furry little someimages of the Beatles as a one to give your love and

share your space?
Look no further than the
Gurris Center. A sign has
been posted advertising
Nicaraguan Boa Constrictors for sale. The little tykes
cost $75 each, but their
proud owner will negotiate.
You might want to avoid
cuddling with your new little friend. no rnatt£!r how
cute he is.

Seen something humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
mouth"
to
horse's
ecawein@thenews.org.
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Web site provides forum
for critique of professors

Program describes
domestic 'violence
Carrie Pond
Staff Writer
cpond(Wthenews.org

The Women's Center
hosted the program "Crazy
in Love" from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Thursday to educate
students about domestic
violence.
Michelle BeU, junior from
St. Louis and educational
programmer for the W omen's Center. said students
attending the program were
educated about domestic
abuse as they walked
through three rooms. The
rooms represented the three
stages in an abusive relationship.
Before the- students went
in, they were introduced to
the couple through an informational v:idco that included
their
engagement
announcement and other
artifacts from the relationship, she said.
"The first room is the
honeymoon phase," Bell
said. 'The perpetrator will
be sending flowers and
candy and leaving notes

like, 'I'm sorry you made me
hit you; let's not let that happen again.' You can tell it's
not a normal relationship."
She said the second room
represented the building
tension in an abusive relationship and illustrated how
the perpetrator was controlling.
"Hopefully' students will
get the sense that storm
clouds are gathering and
there's going to be a big
storm," Bell said. "Flowers
will be knocked over, tube
tops will be in the trash
because he's controlling
what she wears and there
will be notes from him like,
' I'd Like it if you had dinner
ready for once.'"
The third room was a
crime scene. representative
of how the perpetrator finally killed his significan t
other, she said.
The center wanted to educate students on relationship abuse in a different way
from last year's panel discussion ..
"This year, we (thought
we) should do something

Stephanie Zeller
Contrib uting W riter
As students prepare to
sch edule for classes, many
arc asking peers for advice
as well as using Internet
sources to help th em determine which instructors and
classes to take.
.
Ratemyprofessors.com is
a Web site that offers students the ability to rate and
read other students' comments on professors.
Ratemyp rofessor s.com
provides more than 2 million ratings of about
400,000 professors from
mo re than 4,000 colleges
nationwide.
"My o nly p roblem with it
is there were not many professors on (the W eb site)
last year," said Amanda
Tadatada, sophomo re fro m
Louisville. "I tried to search
fo r a few of my professors
but only one was on the
W eb site and it was a bad
rating.''
T hree hundred and fifty five p rofessors have been
registered for Murray
State. T hcrt! are approximately 393 facu lty mem-

Janna Tt~nner/The News

(Left) Jenni Gregory, junior from Paducah, and
Pamela Zibarl, sophomore from Parsons, Tenn.,
view the final room of the 'Crazy in Love' exhibit.
more interactive. more creative, more hands-on and a
little more interesting," she
said.
Jane Etheridge, director of
the Women's Center said
most people ·are not aware
domestic violence occurs so
often. She said about 22 percent of college women are

victims of domestic violence.
''There are far too many
people in unhealthy relationships, and they don't see
the warning signs of dating
violence," she said. "We
want people to look at their
own relationships and seek
help if they need it.''

bers. according to the Fact
Book.
Ratemypr ofcssors.com
offers a gold membership
that allows m embers to
v iew all postings and com' ments for $9.95 a year.
Guests may only view the
10 most recen t ratings.
"Why would you want to
pay mon ey wh en you can
ask fellow stu dents who
they think arc good p rofessors," Tadatada said. "I
don't think enough people
know about it or use it."
John Dillon, professor in
the department of journalism and mass communications, does not think many
instructors know about the
Web site.
"I t is more entertainment
than a credible source,"
said Dillon. "It lacks reliability and it docs not have a
representative sample."
Dillon said he has more
confidence in the Washington Instrument, which is a
nationally scaled assessment. Teachers get feedback o n how th ey ranked in
their department.

For full coverage, visit
www.tbem.•ws.org.
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Tanning & Storage Rent al

THE
BULL PEN

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

Hours

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1eclcol
DtA..
• A
Ar1s~.

Mon. · 1burs.

Patricia Klapper :

suite 304 East
RN, MSN • 300 S. 8th St.

a.m. · 9 P.m.
Fri.&- Sat.
8 a.m. · 8 P.m.
8

: 759-4811

Closed sundaY

Steaks &' Syirits

'}De 'Wild CRgspberry

Est. 2001

••••••••••••••••••••
40°/o OFF All BAGS!!

Fine Dining and Entertainment on
'
T he Court Square

I ncluding new shipmenr. from Murval tm:.'Ju<.hng: Oblong
with mink lim. Oslrkh ft.!athers , SuL·de llowcr tote. Mink
durch . largt.! and :;mull julL' in :t variet}' of color:-;.
Come ::.hop for Christma::. and s;m:.

•STEAKS• LOBSTERS•
CHICKEN • PASTA •
Banquet rooms
available.
Now booking Christmas
parties!

•••••••••••••••••••••
416 Main St. 753-0859

Monday - 1/2 Price Martinis
Tuesday - Ladies' Night $1.50 Margaritas
Wednesday - Vegas Contest
Thursday - SO¢ Oysters on the Half Shell
Friday & Saturday - Prime Rib

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Tuesday. Friday & Saturday

Lunch
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2p.m.

'

Dinner

f

·

·

Mon.-Tl1urs. 4-lOp.m.
Fri.-Sat. 4-12p.m.

Lady Racers vs. at. L:oUis Gold Stars
5:15p.m.
Racers va. VASDA
7:15 p.m.
Thursday, November 11
Racers vs. Christian Brothers
7:15p.m.
~~~ Murray State students receiVe
FREE ADMISSION with valid student 10.

·HOURS
Monday - Sat urday: 4 p.m. -Midnight

Sunday: I I a.m. - 3 p.m.
Phone: 753-7720

110 S. 5th St., Murra.Y 1CY
Por reservations ca(( 759-5030

Location: 190 I N. 12th St.
(NEXT TO SKATING RINK)

BluegrassBeliever.com

Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,Ky 4207 1

-~
EQUAl HOOSIIG

OPPORTUNITY

502-7 53-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One and two bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-noon
1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Online community for
christians in Kentucky

EYES & EYEWEAR
(OLYMPIC PLAZA, NEXT' TO LOS PORTALES · MURRA ~

753·5507

Hello Kitty

Come • the I~ eeleeaon
of Hello Kitty in the lltatel

0

~ BeanieBabies ~ Moref
CIRCLE @CANDLES

Comprehensive Exams lor
Glasses & Contact Lenses

.Wild-c-~cs

•Treatment of Eye lnfeet1oll8

.Mwr~Ti~·

' tall••• taun

404 Main St. Court Square
402 Main St. Court Square
753·7222

•Wilk-ln8 WelCome

··f)uu!it\ /.',,.,t/11'

fur

t!w l.nlil,. lunul\ ··

•
•
•
•
•

original articles
message boards
blogs
classified ads
and More All FREE

Register now for a
chance to win $10 from
Amazon.com
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New director brings personality to office
Marianne Stonetleld

two months," Carthell
said.
Contributing Writer
Carthell began his new
position
at Murray State
The back of a business
card reads, "Enter this on Sept. 1. Previously, he
community understand- spent 13 years at Miami
ing that you will be University in Oxford,
changed by having been Ohio.
During his campus tour
here. Each person who
accepts membership in of Murray State, Carthell
the University communi- was further impressed by
ty must realize that the nuances and history
membership obligates of each building on camhim or her, regardless of pus, he said.
"I saw I could have a
roles or responsibilities,
to commit to and prac- major impact in a short
tice several basic princi- amount of time," he said.
As
director
for
ples of diversity."
The card belongs to AASSEP, Carthell will
S.G. Carthell, the new supervise many prodirector of African- grams, including the
American Student Ser- Marvin Mills Scholars,
vices and Ethnic Pro- Project Success, the
grams. For Carthell, Mur- Black Student Council
ray State and its co.nunu- and the National PanHellenic Council.
nity are a good frt.
The Marvin Mills
Carthell said he was
impressed by the stu- Scholars and Project Sucdents at Murray State. cess programs have
His opportunity to come already been extremely
to Murray State was less enhanced, Carthell said.
"I've risen the bar (of
about his qualifications
and more about the good standards) in a short
fit he feels about the time," Carthell said. "It's
institution, Carthell said. important to recognize
"I was the kid who high-achieving students."
Students involved in
never met a stranger,"
Project Success will be
Carthell said.
Nearly all the students involved from the time
he passed received a they arc first enrolled at
smile, a hello and a hand- Murray State until they
graduate, Carthell said.
shake.
Retention is also an
"It seems like I've been
issue
to
here a lot longer than important

Do you know who wrote
the poem ''The Raven"?
Edgar Allan Poe

What you said:
"No."

KirtWatts
sophomore from Taylorsville
"No."

Mary Claxton
freshman from Paducah
"Let me think, Poe, Edgar
Allan Poe."

Elaine Roper
junior from Princeton
''Edgar Allan Poe."

Andrew Cosins
sophomore from Louisville
"That was Edgar Allan Poe."

Jacklyn Cordell
junior from Hazel
"Edgar Allan Poe."

Tyler Clark
sophomore from Louisville
"Edgar Allan Poe."

Carthell, he said.
Carthell stresses the
importance of mentors
since he had great mentors along the way who
helped him realize he
could do more, he said.
He also credits his
father, who was a civil
engineer at Edwards Air
Force Base in California,
for showing him how to
work from nothing and
build. He wishes to try to
reach all students who
come in to the AASSEP
office and tries to lead by
example, he said.
Living an example of
high standards is important to Carthell, and he
sees himself as a
resource person who can
connect to all people.
Furthermore, Carthell
believes it is important
for students to set high
standards because wellrounded, high-achieving
individuals who are able
to lead and work in
diverse groups are the
majority of people getting jobs, he said.
The process of setting
Andrea Chapman/The News
up the programs for
AASSEP is one of his S.G. CartheU ls new to the University and greets
main priorities, Carthell students who come to his office with a smile.
said. He noted that there quite recepti.ve and help- Carthell said. "I'm lookis much to do, and feels a ful, he said.
ing forward to working
great deal of support for
"A good thing hap- with everyone on camhis goals for the office. pened when the institu- pus ... I come to work
He finds that most peo- tion took the necessary everyday with a smile on
ple he comes across are steps to get me here," my face."

Corporation helps WKMS radio station make conversion

Melissa Wylie
junior
from Ann Arbor, Mich.

Amanda Smith
Contributing Writer

"That would be Edgar Allan
Poe."

The Federal Communications Commission mandated all television statiOI'IS'must transition from
an analog to a digital signal by 2007. Many radio
stations intend to do the
same, although the FCC
has not set a date by

James Beauvais
freshman from Paris, Tenn.

Correct answers: 8
Wrong answers: 2

which this must happen.
Murray State's WKMS
recently received a grant
from the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting to
help the station make the
conversion.
The station applied for
an $85,000 grant, said
Kate Lochte, the station
manager of WKMS-FM.
The amount the station

will actually receive
depends upon negotiation, since WKMS is one
of 133 stations that will
share $9 million in available funding, said Angie
Kimbro, the station's
membership coordinator
and graduate student
from Murray.
The equipment needed
to convert the station

from analog to digital sig- approval by the FCC that
nal will cost $200,000, will allow stations to use
said Lochte, so the grant the same frequency but
will only partially cover broadcast two programs
the costs.
stations," she said.
This means that the staThe digital signal will
increase the quality of tion could potentially
reception for the station's have two 24-hour streams
listeners.
of programming, which
"New technology called listeners could choose
'Tomorrow Radio' is between with the flip of a
being considered for switch.

..,JN:~
.[SS~NTIAL DAY SPA '\'1'~1.l~G~
~

Massage Center

''Where everyone deserves a one hour vacation."
The place where MSU students and faculty are treated special.
Call today for your discount on a one hour full body

massage.

1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass N.
Country Square
Murray

Call for an appointment
270-767-0045
866-505-0045

n November, 1995, The Essential Day Spa opened - bringing
~ique spa services to Murray, Ky. Nearly nine years latei the
·~·qv• has grown frOm a staff Of 2. to lS. La:st .Deceinbet IU~a:
'"\.lliov'llll into a 3,500 square-foot building and added $alon serricel\
thriving day spa business. We are an AVEDA'
S4~
hair designers are AVEDA~-certified
colol) 1JltNtnt.
' hair color exclusively. We have an Qi~lpj 1 •uiJJ«1rl4iJln~U
.,e~ruup,aJ~ and an esthetics d~ent
~~~~!severy facial lor )!Oil- ~ecu..~··w.~J~~UI*4IMII'+I~Qf1
AVEDA* Radiance Fac:Yl- the na•~D:J: td•••:.rnrWt......
~~lbta!JIOrt. 'I'Jle 188eJl~ ~~J
Fastest Growing Salona hi. Anterica
,...,""."-""' Kentud(y pa~ a taw to uetrN•~iO.anaRe ~•-*•:•~

m. .

IJU~~-·~ were disttiMated in May,
Ultlir~' is June, 2005.1Wo of our massage therapists
been
lfflfHWP.i:ft'irect•&ltd two are currently in the appli(!al:ion pi'OCless. Our
._lllliion is to help people b~come aware of the opportunities in
Ja~lUS'trY· The spa business is a wonderful career path
~chnician,

as a h~ir

massage therapist, instructor, stage artist,

ew._,, fpa/salon manager and so many more.
wiD visit us at The Essential Day Spa so we &rt
m:c~ut'Oa!Js1clnand talent •with you.

• NAIL CARE • MAss~GE TtrElW'Y • MAQJC tAi'N
NAILS • SUGARING • FACIALS • BODY WRAPS : l
I~HIIM~II~

9 o.......a P.m. • Fri. 9 o.m.·$ p.m.

-son Blvd. • Murray •

_

...............

--

-..

-

--

8 u.illl..~

Ticket Ptlces:
General Admission: $1 S • MSU Students with 10/Chilchl\ Under 12: $10
Special rates available forJroups of IS or more
f
Advance ticketS available .at MSU Musit Office
504 Price Doyle FineAtts • 270.762-'f288
or Murray·Calloway eo; Chamber of Commerce • 270-753-5171

All

proc~ bene;ftt

the MSU Wind Ensemble's appearance
In New York City's Camegie Hall, March 2005
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courtesy of The First Amendment Genter

(Left) Ashley Cleveland, Grammy-award-winnlng musician, and Shonka Dukureh, vocalist and actress, perform during
the 'Freedom Sings' concert. Cleveland's albums •Lesson of Love' and 'You Are There' both won Grammy awards.

Concert celebrates First Amendment
Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
efields@ thenews.org

Monday, Lovett Auditorium will be filled with
music, fllms, photographs
and narration telling of
American's freedom of
expression as stated in the
First Amendment.
"Freedom Sings" is a program that takes a new look
at the basic rights of freedom of speech. freedom of
the press, the right to exercise religion, to peaceful
assembly and to petition
the government.
"According to a survey
we conduct, only 2 percent
of Americans can name all
five freedoms unaided,''
said Gene Policinski, executive director of the First
Amendment Center and conarrator of "Freedom
Sings."
He said almost SO percent
of people remember the
freedom of speech, and the
program is developed to
show the impact of that particular freedom.
"The First Amendment
Center is non-partisan so
we do not lobby and we do
not take a side," said
Policinski. "We try to display all sides and all view
points."

The main objective of
"Freedom '"sings" is to educate the audience about the
rights in the First Amendment through a 90-minute
performance of banned or
censored music spanning
nearly three centuries of
American history.
Policinski said music has
played a big part in expressing ideas about women's
suffrage, the fight for equal
rights and the Vietnam
War. Rock 'n' Roll was
under a lot of .scrutiny from
the first song was played by
Allen Freed in 1951. It is
freedom of expression that
is known to other countries
as an American heritage,
Policinski said.
Policinski said Sept. 11,
2001, was an eye opening
time for Americans and
regarding their freedoms.
"It was at this time that
Americans had to stop and
ask 'how much freedom
makes us too free?"' said
Policinski.
At that time, research
from the First Amendment
Center showed approximately half of Americans
thought citizens had too
much freedom, but since
then the numbers have
declined and freedom does
not seem so costly.
"We are able to express

ourselves freely here in
America and many other
countries cannot," said
Lindsey Phipps, sophomore
from Drakesboro. "They do
not even have the right to
say they feel something is
wrong."
The First Amendment
Center was first established
in 1991 as a segment of the
Freedom Forum. It has created many programs that
discuss freedom issues like
the Ten Commandments in
public buildings and the
Pledge of AlJegiance in
schools. After the first
showing of "Freedom
Sings" in 1999, requests for
private
performances
became more frequent. The
First Amendment Center
decided to take the show on
the road nation-wide in
2000.
The performers are based
on availability and because
"Freedom Sings" is traveling to Kentucky, Indiana,
Iowa, Massachusetts, Mississippi and Tennessee this
year, they vary from state to
state.
Musicians traveling to
Murray State to oppose
censorship, include Kentuckian Bill Lloyd, Don
Henry, Shonka Dukureh
and Joseph Wooton who
will perform from their col-

lections of songs that were
challenged because of their
controversial content as
Policinski narrates.
Policinski said the program does not deviate from
its main objective when
traveling from campus to
campus, but will adjust the
show when it comes to the
audience. He said they try
to appeal to the ·age group
so with more college students there will be more
Eminem and less Beatlcs.
"1 think it would be a
good program considering
it says it shows all sides of
the freedom," said Phipps.
"lr should show how to use
(the First Amendment) and
how not to use it so it cannot be taken advantage of
as a basic right."
The free program is sponsored by The Tennessean
and the Gannett Foundation, and begins at 7 p.m.
For more information about
"Freedom Sings" call the
department of journalism
and mass communication at
762-3923
or
visit
www .firstamendmentcenter.org.
''ColJege is all about
expressing yourself and you
see it all over campus," said
Phipps. "College students
should know about their
rights."

courtesy of The First Amendment Center

Craig Krampf, drummer and producer, plays the
drums during the 'Freedom Sings' performance. The
'Freedom Sings' concert wlll be 7 p.m. Monday at
Lovett Auditorium, and admission is free. The show
uses music and commentary to celebrate the First
Amendment.

Black Eyed Peas cancel MSU concert
Stephanie Salmons
Contributing Writer

courtesy of Murray State U niversity

Ttte Q.~ j(t~ by Robert Duckett

The Regional Special
Events Center was expecting to welcome one of the
biggest names in hip-hop on
Tuesday. However, Monday, the Black Eyed Peas
and its management canceled the show on campus,
citing scheduling conflicts.
"It was a huge surprise,"
Shelley Todd, facility manager of the RSEC, said.
Todd also said the cancellation was the first for the
RSEC, although she did not
know about cancellations

" We were still selling tickets when
(the cancellation)
came m. ' '
SheUeyTodd

RSEC Facihty Manager

with concerts brought in by
Student Government Association or other organizations.
"It wasn't an outside
(organization)
bringing
them in,'' she said.

Todd said the Black Eyed
Peas concert was a big
event for the RSEC and
Murray because the band is
a major name in the music
industry.
"It was huge for us to get
them," Todd saia.
The band was scheduled
by the RSEC, Todd said,
because it has been visible
at MTV and VHI award
shows and has a song featured on an XM Radio commercials, so it has a national
appeal.
''They appeal to so many
individuals," Todd said.
There were more than

2,000 tickets sold so far,
with increasing ticket sales,
Todd said.
"We were still selling
tickets when (the cancellation) came in," she said.
Todd said she did not
know the specifics of the
conflict which caused the
cancellation.
"The students are disappointed, like we are. I can't
imagine that (the conflict
is) another show," she said.
"(A venue) can't pull it off
that quick."

see TICKETS /9
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This Week
• Friday
What the Butler
Saw
7 p.m., MSU students free with Racercard, $10 general
admission, $8 for
Faculty/ Staft Pu\FUP
and under 18, Robert
E. Johnson Theatre.

• Saturday
Benefit Concert
7:30 p.m., A Night of
Stars Concert, $15
general admission,
$10 with Racercard
and under 12, Lovett
Auditorium.

• Sunday
Intercollegiate
Horse Show
9 a.m., Murray State
EXPO center.

• Monday
Freedom Sings
7 p.m., free admission, Lovett Auditorium.

• Tuesday
Yearbook Group
Pictures
5 p.m., Call MSU
Shield for appointments at 762-4495,
Dance Lounge, Curris Center

• Wednesday
Concert
8 p.m., Percussive
Arts Society Solos
and Ensemble, Performing Arts Hall

.• Thursday
Auction
7 p.m., 32nd annual

TV auction, watch
MSU TV-11 to bid.

• Friday
Senior Recital
6:30 p.m., Shanna
Snowden, Performing Arts Hall.

• Saturday
Women's Basketball
7 p.m., MSU vs. Blue

Chip All Star, RSEC

9

Shop serves usual, nnique sandwiches Ticket refunds
·available for
Peas' show

JanetRobb
Assistant College Life Editor
jrobb@then£>Ws.org

The sandwich was created when the Earl of Sandwich sent for two pieces of
bread, meat and cheese
during a card game, and for
29 years Victor's Sandwiches has been making them.
"We're one of the major
sandwich shops in Murray
and around the area," said
Victor Olazabla, owner of
Victor's Sandwiches. "At
ftrst (we were) the only one
in the area for many years."
Victor's Sandwiches specializes in meats and sauces
and serves a variety of
sandwiches as well as other
items.
"We cook all our meats
and sauces homemade for
our sandwiches," Olazabla
said. "We have all the normal sandwiches plus a lot
of our own unique combinations."
A few unique items on
the menu are the Cheese
and Jelly, Nutty Cheese,
Cream Cheese and Salami,
Cream Cheese and Bacon
sandwiches. All use cream
cheese as a main ingredient.
"(These sandwiches) are
not real popular, but they
do get ordered,'' he said.
Olazabla said it's taken
years to make the menu
and some items listed were
customer's own concoctions that became popular.
"If someone gets other
people to order the sandwich, and it becomes popular, (we) may add it to the
menu." he said.
The menu is marked with
customers' favorite sandwiches, which helps many
people when order ing,
Olazabla said.
"Your favorite is whatever you like but we always
suggest, you know, the
homemade meats and

From PageS

Andr(>a Chapman/The NL'w~

Catherine Woglom, senior from Philadelphia, picks up her luncb Wednesday
from Victor Olazabla, owner of Victor's Sandwiches.
sauces," be said. ''T he sandwiches that h!J.ve them on
there verses a cold cut or
something like that."
April Rooker, junior from
Murray, said she has been
coming to Victor's Sandwiches for more than 10
years.
"It's a staple for Murray,"
Rooker said. "(The) Deluxe
Nachos are fabulous."
Rooker said she also suggests the Midnight Sub,
which is made with roast
pork, ham. American
cheese and pickles on a sub
roll.
Brian McNelly, employee
at Victor's Sandwiches,
said his favorite sandwich
on the menu is the Cheese
Steak Sub.
"Cheese Steak is proba-

bly the No. 1 thing we sell
the most of," said McNelly,
junior from Murray.
Joshua Polk, senior from
Madisonville, has been
going to Victor's Sandwiches for about two years and
said the atmosphere is laid
back.
"It feels very college
(like)," he said.
Polk said he likes the
Cheese Steak and the sandwiches are good but it
depends on what people
like on what they should
get.
Megan Winters, fresh man from Murray, said the
service at Victor's Sand·
wiches is great and they arc
fast and polite.
"(They're) great people,"
Winters said. "They arc

like your next door neighbors."
The restaurant is homey
and the first things seen is
the counter, menu and eating area, Winters said.
"It's very organized," she
said. "They have a lot of
things to try."
Other than sandwiches,
Victor's also sells different
types of hot dogs, burgers,
salads, Mexican items.
pizza and various types of
potato skins.
Victor's
Sandwiches,
located at 13th and Main St.,
is open from 11 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monday through Friday and 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday. Delivery is available
until 30 minutes before
closing. Call 753-7715 to
place orders.

• Beef and Stuff; small

• Taco SandwiCh

$3.75
$3.75

The College Life section showcases a weekly
series of locally owned, non-franchise Murray
eateries.

It doesn't look like the Black Eyed
Peas concert be rescheduled at Murray State. Todd said rescheduling was
the ftrst thing the RSEC discussed
with the bands management.
"At this point in time, (the management) is telling us 'no','' Todd said.
She said because the tour was
already set and the band only tours
for a certain number of months, it was
not feasible for the Black Eyed Peas to
come back to Kentucky.
Ashley Gray, junior from Princeton,
did not have tickets to the show, but
was planning to go.
"I'm irritated that they canceled,"
Gray said.
According to the band's official
Web site, blackcycdpcas.com and the
band's artist page at mtv:com,The
Black Eyed Peas is a four piece
ensemble based in Los Angeles. They
began recording as The Black Eyed
Peas in 1995.
The founding members of the band.
will.i.am, Apl de Ap and Taboo were
joined by Fergie before recording
their latest• release, Elephunk. which
includes the hits, "Where is the
Love?," "Shut Up," and "Let's Get it
Started."
The Black Eyed Peas' Web site said
this album boasts a mix of live instruments and traditional hip-hop samples and beats.
According to the press release
issued Wednesday, refunds for tickets
are available at the original place of
purchase.
The RSEC box office is open from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday,
and refunds for the tickets will be
available until Jan. 7, 2005.
If tickets were ordered by phone or
online, refunds can be received by
bringing the tickets to the RSEC box
office or by mailing the tickets back to
the RSEC at:
Regional Special Events Center,
Murray State University, 1401 State
Route 121 North, Murray, Ky. ll2071.

Concession
Stands
in the RSEC now take:
Declining Balance
Check Cards
Credit Cards
Great Refreshments sold
in concession stands.

ENTERTAIN
YOUR TASTEBUDS

AS WELL.

762-9933 • 708 N. 12th St. • Across from Roy Stewart Stadium
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Students balance class, production
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
tmoore@thenews.org

The theatre department
opened its doors Thursday
night for the play "What the
Butler Saw," written by Joe
Orton.
Casting for the play began
at the beginning of the
semester and preparations
have been going full-force
since "Cinderella" closed
last month.
"We (the theatre department) have been working
sporadically on the play
since the beginning of the
term," Mark Malinauskas.
director and professor in
the department of theatre
and dance, said. "Rehearsals
began in earnest when 'Cinderella' closed its run."
"What the Butler Saw"
was ftrst performed in 1969
and hailed as a prize-winning play.
According
to
the
Southampton Unjversity's
Theatre Group, the plot of
"What the Butler Saw" contains enough twists and
turns, mishaps and changes
of fortune, coincidences
and lunatic logic for three
or four conventional come. dies.
"To provide a simple
summary or plot analysis is

to retell the story," Malinauskas said. "It must be
seen on stage to be
enjoyed."
The process for putting
on a production such as
"What the Butler Saw" was
challenging, he said.
"It is a physical play and a
farce," Malinauskas said.
"As such, it requires exquisite timing, line pick up,
focus and physical agility."
Preparations for the play
consisted of selecting the
cast, memorizing lines.
. blocking the· play and shaping the characters, Jacob
York, senior from Benton,
said.
"We've been rehearsing
for about three months
now," York said. "We started rehearsals right after the

cast list went up."
But for the actors, stage
For many student actors crew and directors the
performing in the play, bal- preparation and time put in
ancing preparations for the is worth it.
play and class work was a
"I was also in the producstruggle.
tion of 'Cinderella,' so jug"It's hard," York said. "It gling two shows plus the
takes up so much of your demands of being a music
time, but it's worth it. If one major can be pretty drainis going to pursue this field ing," Frank said. "But I love
as a career, there are going being busy. I consider
to be times when you will myself lucky to have been
have to balance a job to pay this involved my frrst year
the bills and your theater of college.''
life."
"What the Butler Saw"
For Katie Frank, freshman will be performed at 7 p.m.
from Evansville, Ind.. bal- today and Saturday and 2:30
ancing "What the Butler p.m. Sunday at Robert E.
Saw" with school work is Johnson Theatre. Tickets
not what she would call dif- are free with Racercard, $10
ficult.
general admission and $8
"It's more a matter of for faculty, staff, AARP and
being able to manage time under 18. No one under 5 is
wisely," said Frank.
admitted.

-

(Left) Dr. Prentice played
by Jacob Yor k, senior
from Benton, watches
Sgt. Match played by J.
Brent Morrison, senior
from Bloomfield as he
looks for the butler.
(Right) Mrs. Prentice
played by Danlelle Macdonald, junior from
Louisville, worries where
Geraldine is while Dr.
Rance played by Eric
O'Reilly, senior from
Hardinsburg,
w at ch es
her.

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

1. Stardust: The Great

1. The Grudge

l MyBoo
Usher and Alicia Keys
2. Goodies
Ciara featuring Petey Pablo
3. Lose My Breath
Destiny's Child
4. Drop It Like It's Hot
Snoop Dogg featuring Pharrell
S. Over And Over
Tim
Nelly
featuring
McGraw

l

American Songbook Vol.
Three
Rod Stewart
2. Suit
Nelly
3. 50 Number Ones
George Strait
4. Confessions
Usher
5. Genius Loves Company
Ray Charles •
Source: Billboard.com

2. Ray

3. Saw
4. Shark T ale

s. Shall We Dance?

Source: movies/nytimes.com

Source: Billboard.com

In appreciation for the incredible amount of

time and effort that they contribute to the
success of our residents, the Housing Office of
Murray State would like to·take this
opportunity to recognize the Resident Advisors
who live and work in our colleges:
Colleae Courts

Hart Colleae

White Colleae

De'Trice Flake
Termaine Shellman
Alicia Carrington

john Adams
Brandon Anderson
Karen Carr
Megan Claussen
Wes Duffy
Whitney rranke
Allan Hendricks
Katie Nimmo
Katie Pirie
Elaine Roper
josh Rhodes
Gt>off Taylor

Jordan Adsit
Janelle OeCourcey
Dirk Draper
Amanda Grace
Nate Hantle
justin Hill
Sara Love
Diane Nunn

Clark Colleae
Chanel Crutchfield
Dana Drury
Chris Hodes
Mallorie Jenkins
Brian Jennings
Wes Kerr
Scott Morgan
Melody Southard

.Elizabeth
CoileKe
Michelle Adams
Abe Brummett
Chad Lampe
Valerie Lewis
Lauren McCurdy
Rashod Taylor
jenny Teasley
Mary Underwood

Franklin
Colleae
B~an Knadcp
Lu e Mad ox
Eric Morris
Paul Corder
Fred Travis
David Shams
April Barkley
Amy Lynch

Heste r Colleae
jo~h

Bolin
Lance Lee
Brian Collier
Valerie Heeder
Deidra Walk
Hannah Florence
Krista Webb

Reae nts
Colleae
Sar.1h Hallmark
Andrea Bradley
Andrea Morrow
Makenzie Cochrane
Teri Wagen blast
Adam Brown
Alan Hartley
Anthony ColottiBrown

Richmond
Colleae
Ronnie Courtwright
Lacy Cheek
Sara Findley
Vannessa Higgins
john Holladay
Scott McDonnell
Luke Sims
Pam Wright

SRrinKer
ColleKe
Carrie Childress
Rachel Jones
Lori Lanham
Deneb Perez
Emily Ram.o.;cy
janitha Robinson
Bethney Terry
Holly Willson

TheDay After T omorrow

2. Van Helsing

3. Fahrenheit 9/11
4. Garfield
5. A Cinderella Story

Source: hometown.aol.co.uk

• Books
L Norttenl I$ts
Nora Roberts
2. The Da Vinci Code
Dan Brown
3. The Plot Against America
Philip Roth
4. The Two Swords
R.A. Salvatore
S. The Gift
Nora Roberts

Source: nytimes.com

• Web site
fustam.endm.entcenter.org
This Web site covers
First Amendment issues
and topics. The site has
information and serves as a
forum for the study and
exploration of free-expression issues including the
five covered in the amendment. It also features commentaries, lesson plans,
events and reports dealing
with the First Amendment.

The brothers ol Lambda Chi Alpha would
like to invite the following ladies to our
Longneeks f4 Redneeks Crush Dance
Abbey Miller
Aimee Guelba
Alex Vall
Alison Epperson
Alyssa Denning
Amarlda Carter
Amy $pinner
Anal~ Grogan
An~e'filten

A~na)illl
Anne HaWley
April Steenbergen
Ashley Beyl
Ast,lley Dunn
Ashley Gamble
As~ Lanaham
Ashley Morris
Ashley Rose
Ashley Wheatley
Beth Barrow
Blair Bushart
Brandon Morris
Brandy Couleaus
Brittany Ashley
Brittany Bogard
Brittany Quinlan
Cantlin Summers
Carlee Petersworth
Carrie Cornachio
Casey Humkey
Casie Janet
Charlsie Young
Cheri Strivers
Christy Barren
Crystal Surrat
Dana Edwards
Emily Just
Emily Lyles
Emily Stratman
Erin Murphy

~

Erin Strader
Helly Reeves
Hillary Fackler
Holly ~trong
Holly Temple
Jorboe Sisters
~en Carter
Jen Guthrie
Jennifer Glass
Jennifer Guthrey
Jennifer Mcttln
Jenrlifer Su herland
Jenny Dickey
Jenny Moss
--··-""""J. enny Stice
Jessica Dolny
Jessica Jones
Jessica McKendree
Jessica Reed
Jill Fulkerson
Jodi Martin
Julie Nunnley
Julie Rust
Kacee Stoneciper
Karly Grlther
Katie Folikes
Katie Humkey
Katie Kanowsky
Katie McGregor
Keisha Sparks
Kelli Fitzpatrick
Kelly Amlung
Kristen Schweizer
Kyla Dehay
Landy Syler
Lauren Brown
Lauren Moore
Laurl Throgmorten
Leanna Greene
Leslie Lyons

Lindsay Hamm
Lindsey Melton
Lisa Cane
Lynsi Bunn
Macy Andrews
Mallory Cathey
Marrlsa Cooper
Martha Ray
Meagan ROgers
Megan Dotson
Megan George
Megan Haverstock
Meghan King
Meridith Gates
Michelle Jones
Molly Jones
Nancy Perish
Natalie West
Nillie Djassemi
Paige Hurt
Pamela Finley
Paula Singer
Rachel Wisse
Sara Jane Cunningham
Sara Swiney
Sarah Baker
Sarah Guella
Sarah Mlsback
Sarah Neal
Sarah Rail
Sarah Schardine
Shannon Moore
Stacey Lee Drowning
Stacy Leigh
Stephanie McDaniels
Stephany Clark
Susan Green
Terry Gregory
Valerie Penny
Whitney Overstreet

Thursday, Nov. 11, 9 p.m.
at the Lambda Chi house

-
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Office Fashions
Students wear trendy business attire
Heather Bryant
College Life Editor
hbryant@thenews.org

Thomas Rasi~
nen, senior
from Lexington, wears a
black suit,
white dress
shirt and
ch eckered
tie
from

Dan's.
photos by Janna Tanner/The News

After resumes have been
proofread and interview
dates have been established, students' next
question when preparing to go into the job
market may be, "What
ani I going to wear?"
This fall's business
attire offers trends in
everything from tweed
and boucle to vintage
broaches and pinstriped suits.
Robin
OrvinoProulx, departm~p_t of
journalism and mass
communication lecturer,
h e 1p e d
organize the business
attire fashion show for
the Business Mall, which
· was held Oct. 12.
"The classic suit still is the
working horse of a wardrobe,"
she said. "What (we did at the
Business Mall) is discuss how to
make the transition between
moving from a student into the
working world."
She said the clothing vendors
at the fashion show spoke about
the importance of being comfortable in working clothes.
"Each of the vendors
talked about how you need to
dress to fit your body type,"
Proulx said.
She said business attire
and physical appearance
should not detract from an
individual's personality.
Gaye Haverstock, coowner of The Place, said a
student's appearance at an
interview is just as important as a res.ume.
She said the prices of buSiness suits in her store range
from $UO to $600.
"Everybody needs one

good, black suit," Haverstock said.
She said the employees at The
Place take the time to help customers find the right style and size
of clothing they need.
"We take it seriously, and everyone in here knows what they're
doing," she said.
Haverstock said students can
dress in the flashier and more
modern trends depending on the
type of job they are trying to
acquire.
"(Fashion designers) are mixing
tweeds with mohair, cashmere and
chenille," she said. "That's what
gives the jackets that little extra
color."
The tweed jackets in pastel
shades were popular in the spring
and jewel tones of deep blues,
topaz and amethyst are in style
now, Haverstock said.
"These fabrics are light," she
said. "They're not your traditional
tweed. (Tweeds) were just so sturdy and durable. They updated
them (because) they didn't have a
soft, feminine look."
Coco Cham!! introduced tweed
as a fashion statement about 50
years ago, she said.
She said the trend in skirts is a
slight flare at the hem, and pleats
create the illusion of being taller. A
skirt's hem should be mid-knee or
below for a professional appearance, she said.
Haverstock said accessories can
add trendy touches to business
attire.
"A lot of soft flower pins. beading and broaches are popular," she
said.
Debbie Kelley McKendree,
owner of D K Kelley Ladies• Fine
Apparel, said a trend she has
noticed in professional clothing is
boucle jackets.
"I think people are dressing up a
little more," she said. "There's a little bit of every decade in fashion
which has made fashion so fun this
season."
She said vintage jewelry looks

Congratulation s

Kappa Alpha O r d er
Delta Nu Provisional Chapter
Completed with all Requirements for Re-charter
Del Rumbough
Wes Turner
Coy Farmer
A.J. Wendell
Matt Lanier
Matt Jackson
Josh Lanier
Cody Langenstein .
Dale Hopson
Trevor Mills
Ira Kohlhaas
Marcus Jewett
Greg Scott
Matt Petway
Bryce Pope

'

Jordan Guinane
Mi chael Lukens
Isacc Alb r itten
W illiam Mitchner
Brandon Benge
Eric Wenzel
Jon Davis
Aaron Oldham
Josh James
Ryan Dunn
Tommy Harris
Troy Green
Brian Moss
Derek Carter
Brandon Bennett

Special thanks t o our Alumni for
a great hom ecoming!

nice with business suits and her
store is known for its accessories whicb range from $3 to
$90.
"Pink has been the color
this season, and purple is
coming on strong," McKendree said.
Vaughn,
Brittany
sophomore from Murray
and accessory supervisor
at Dawahares in Murray,
said customers generally
do not realize the store
carries a wide variety of
men's clothing and
suits.
"For right now in the
fall, browns, oranges
and yellows are trendy
this season for shirts
and ties," she said.
"It's all about bright
colors."
She said a longer
jacket makes a man
look taller and prices
of suits at Dawahares
range from $99 to 5249.
Doeskin sport coats in rich
colors such as red and blue
arc popular items this fall as
well.
"Our dress shirts are sateen
and they have a sheen to them,"
Vaughn said. "It looks very professional."
Dan Foster, owner of Dan's,
said a young man needs to look
for a conservative, dark suit
when he is going into the job
market.
"When you buy a suit here, we
do the alterations in the store,"
he said. "We match all the accessories (for you) the socks, the
belt, the shoes, everything."
Foster said suits at Dan's range
from $300 to $700 and that he
always sells a great deal of navy
and gold ties.
"For this season, the pinstripcd
suits are selling," he said. "My
advice is to buy a good suit
because it's an investment."

Kelly Riley,
junior from
Mayfiel d ,
wears a black
and
w hite
bo u n d stoot h
check jacket
with
silver
grommets and
a black midknee
length
skirt from The "
Place.

VISIT US
ON THE
thenews.org
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True athlete,
sports fan
wins re-election Soccer team earns

Celebrate

The better athlete and sports fan
won the presidential election.
I still have visions of President
George W. Bush throwing out the
first pitch in Busch Stadium after
Sept. 11, 2001. Bush walked out to a
thunderous applause and provided
the crowd with a perfect strike to the
catcher. Yeah, that's our president.
Sure, Bush may have crashed his
Nathan Clinkenbeard
mountain bike, but I'm sure if you ask
Sports Editor
Lance he'll tell you he has eaten dirt
nclinkenbeard@thenews.o
many times.
In July, Sports
By the time the quarterfinal
Illustrated even
game was finished, the women's
did a poll asking
soccer team and its opponent,
voters who was
Southeast Missouri State, might
the better athlete
as well have worn brown uniand the bigger
forms.
sports fan. Bush
A muddy and rain-soaked
won the athlete
Cutchin Field was the site of the
vote 58 to 42 perRacers 1-0 victory in its firstcent, and he won
round game of the Ohio Valley
the sports fan
Conference Tournament 1 p.m.
vote 80 to 20 perTuesday.
cent. More than
Nathan
Workers tried desperately to
40,000 people Clinkenbeard
clear water from the field before
voted in this
Sports Editor
the game, but the rain kept comsports election.
ing, making the field worse.
The overwhelming margin of victoHead Coach Mike Minielli said
ry in the sports fan vote comes to no
his team fought well through the
surprise as Sen. John Kerry has made
awful conditions of Cutchin
several sports mistakes over the
Field.
course of his campaign. He might
"Our team adapted real, real
have won all three debates against
well to the conditions," said
the president, but it is a good thing
Minielli.. "We knew we just had
there wasn't a sports debate.
to keep plugging and plugging."
The problem is Kerry can't even
The first half was a struggle to
speak about teams in his own state. . figure out the field, how the
Kerry praised the Red Sox player
footing was going to be and how
Manny Ortez during the final weeks
far the ball was going to carry.
of the baseball season. First, Ted
Both teams had five· shots each
Williams is frozen, now Manny
on goal as the first half came to a
Ramirez and David Ortiz have been
close with no' score for either
unit-. fused together: and Kerry does not team on the board.
(~ even . know how to say Big Papi's last
As the second half started, the
1 name. I don't want to know what's
Racers had the opening kick and
next.
made the most of it. Senior forPackers fans will be confused to
ward Theresa Reedy and senior
hear that their team plays at Lambert
midfielder Jamie Roche sped
Field instead of Lambeau Field, and
down the field as Roche took a
his wife Teresa called the fans a
shot that hit off SEMO's senior
bunch of drunks. They must be
goalkeeper Amanda Wrzos and
drunks if they still gave their state to
came to sophomore forward
Kerry.
Lacey Ford.
Speaking of football, a wonderful
Ford took the opportunity to
site to browse is footballfansscore her first goal for Murray
fortruth.us. All one needs to do is
State, racing into the box to
look at the pictures of Kerry trying to
shoot into an open net giving her
catch a football. Well, the White
team a 1-0 lead the team would
House lawn is safe from disgrace as
never relinquish.
there won't be a president prancing
There was no doubt Ford's
around trying to catch a football.
first goal had so much meaning
I guess my last quarrel with the
to not only her but the entire
senator is his claim that he ran the
team.
Boston Marathon as a non-qualifier
"I was just so excited to get the
without registering or having a bib
goal because it was do or die for
number. The fact that he actualJy ran
us,'' Ford said. "I didn't care who
is in question, but the biggest quesscored, 1 just wanted to move on
tion is why would he run without
to the next round. Any other
qualifying or registering?
player who was in my position
Races are set up for the runners to
have ample medical service and
water stations to meet the number of
participants in the race. If these
events just let anybody run there is a
liability for all the runners out there
who might need attention. I guess he
can't spare a few dollars or bottles of
ketchup to enter a race.
Some say Bush doesn't have a
brain, but at least he can throw a football.

semifinal berth
with sloppy win
could have had the goal just as
easily."
The women scored 17 seconds
into the second half. which
meant they still had a little less
than 45 minutes to hang on.
SEMO battled hard and had nine
shots on goal, but none of them
could find the net as sophomore
goalkeeper Annie Fortier saved
the nine shots in the game for
her third shutout of the season.
Minielli was aware of the
SEMO team's inability to score
during the season, and he
thought that two goals would be
enough to get by SEMO.
"SEMO has had problems
scoring a lot of goals this year.
and I thought that if we had two
goals today, we'd probably win,"
Minielli said. "We got the one
goal so early in the second half,
though, I knew we had to really
hold on for 45 more minutes. and
that favored their offense, to get
•
more opportunities."
The teams combined for 40
fouls and five yellow cards as
the drenched field caused chaos
for players trying to get their
footing.
With the win over SEMO, the
Racers ran their record to 3-0 in
the OVC quarterfinal round. It
was the first time Murray State
has ever hosted a postseason
game in its five-year history.
Eastern Illinois will be the
next challenger for the Racers in
the semifinal round of the OVC
Tournament. In the regular season, the Racers traveled to
CharJeston, Ill., and fell to the
Panthers 2-0.
In their previous meeting,
Eastern Illinois struck first in the
43rd minute and went into halftime with a 1-0 lead. The Panthers fired off nine total shots in
the first half alone.
Eastern Illinois kept on firing
in the second half as they shot 12
times, but they only connected
for one goal sending the Racers
to defeat 2-0.
The Racers will need to put
shots on goal against Eastern
Illinois to make goalkeepers
Tiffany Groene and Lindsay
Dechert work. The women combined for eight shots, but only

photos by Ricky Agostin/The Nt>ws

Freshman defender Molly Wolfe throws her hands in the air in
celebration as the Racers complete a 1-0 win over Southeast
Missouri State in the quarterfinals of the OVC Tournament.
The team travels to Birmingham to face Eastern Olinois today.
one of those was on goal.
OVC regular season champitm
Samford will host the Jacksonville State Gamecocks n the
other semifinal game.
Jacksonville State upset the
No. 4 seed Morehead State in the
quarterfinal game Tuesday.
Samford and Eastern Illinois
received first-round byes for

being the top two seeds in the
conference tournament.
The two will square off at 7
p.m. today at Bulldog Field as
the final two rounds will be
hosted by Samford University.
The winners of the two semifinal Friday will meet in the
O'Reilly Auto Parts OVC Championship game <lt 1 p.m. Sunday.
Murray State senior forward
Theresa Reedy fights SEMO
senior defender Heather Reding to get into position as
senior goalkeeper Amanda
Wrzos tries to prevent Reedy
from scoring off a rebound.
Reedy was heavily marked all
game long, usually being doub le and triple teamed. Despite
being followed, Reedy had a
game-high six shots on goal.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

The Sports Line•••
Murray State Events

TV Events
Friday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
National Basketball Association
Houston at Memphis
Saturday: ABC 2 @ 11 p.m.
PGA Tour
The Tour Championship

Sunday: CBS 5 @ noon
National Football League
Jets at Bills

Friday: Soccer @ 7 p.m.
Bulldog Field
Murray St. vs. Eastern Illinois

Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Football
Browns at Ravens

P&Cb

Friday: Rifle @ 8 a.m.
Cincinnati
Walsh Invitational

-

Saturday: Men's B-Ball @ 7:15 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
VASDA at Murray St.
Saturday: Women's Rowing
Gainesville, Ga.
Head of the Chattahoochee
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Bass make
for good dinner,
excitement

Cindi Crippc;lguest

Nick Turner, junior running back from Atlanta, runs the ball against Indiana Stat e University. T urner
rushed 56 yards on 21 carries Saturday as the Racers defeat ed Eastern Kentucky University.

Racers squeak by Colonels in overtime
Bob Hengge
Staff Writer
bhenggt'@thmews.org

After falling behind 13-0, it
looked as though Murray State
was well on its way to its fifth
consecutive road loss.
With Eastern Kentucky closing
the half with a 17-yard run by
Josh Greco with 49 seconds left,
the prospects of Murray State
erasing its road woes did not
bode well.
Coming into the game, Murray
State had won four of the last
five games against Eastern, but
mistakes such as blocked punts
appeared to stand in the way of
Murray State's first win nt Eastern since 2000.
Down by 13, the team turned to

what it does lx!st in the second
half and quickly turned around
its fortune.
Led by sophomore Chad
Cook's 77 yards on 25 carries. the
Racers began to pound the ball
with a two-headed running
attack.
The second prong of the
attack, Nick Turner, rushed for
56 yards on 21 carries and added
a punt return for 40 yards.
Junior quarterback Adam Fischer led the air attack for the
Racers. completing 11 of 18
attempts for 104 yards.
The game was a defensive bat·
tle. mistakes and turnovers on
both sides proved essential in
helping the offenses.
The Colont>ls fumbled four
times, losing all but one of them

to the Murray State defense. The solo), while junior safety Tony
Racers committed two turnovers Ryan had nine (five solo).
as Fischer was intercepted twice. Patrick Schultz recovered two
Oespitc the turnovers, Head fumbles.
Breezy conditions combined
Coach Joe Pannunzio was
pleased with the effort of his with a determined Murray State
team.
team led to the ruin of Eastern
"I'm proud of these kids," Pan- Kentucky's Homecoming.
nunzio said. "This was a game
Fisher said winning a game
like a henvywcight fight. Thi<i against Eastern on the road was a
was a true college football game. boost to the team's confidence.
Both teams played hard and gav~
"To win it up here was huge,"
every ounce of energy both Fishcr said. "We've been playing
teams had."
good on the road in the first half,
The defense of Murray State but not in the second half, and
was able to keep the offense of we were determined not to lose
Eastern in check by forcing it like that again.''
turnover~ in key spots during the
The Racers will take a week off
game and excellent play out of and then battle Tennessee-Marthe defensive backfield.
tin University at 1:30 p.m. on
Senior free safety Demetrick Nov. 13 in the final home game of
Westbrook had 10 tackles (six the year.

Cross country women finish lOth, too few me~ to place
Brittany Renfro

"It takes dedication to run on a
collegiate level for free."
Assistant Sports Editor
brenji-a~':!?thent?ws.org
Leading the women in the conference race was sophomore
The 3.J -mile course proved Lindsey Neely who finished 30th
challenging for the women's at a time of 20 minutes, 39.26
cross country team Saturday in seconds. Junior Megan Rainville
the Ohio Valley Conference finished 42nd in 21:22.99. and
championships, and the S-mile junior Lauren Wilson finished
course was more than the men's 50th in 22:25.07.
team could handle.
Wilson. who has had anemia
The muddy, windy, OVC and spent most of the season
championships were held at the injured. wanted to finish the seaUniversity of Tennessee at Mar- son with a decent time.
tin.
"I feel like it was one of my
The Racers finished lOth in the worst races," Wilson said. "This
women's race, and the men could season has been a disappointnot compete as a team bccausl' ment for me, I just haven't felt in
of the lack of runners.
good running shape all season."
This season has been full of
Also competing was Trista
setbacks and downfalls for the Curtis. junior, who finished 60th
cross country teams, as both in 23:34.2, senior Chantal Curtis
cross country and track coaches who fmishcd 70th in 27:31.18, and
resigned and scholar!lhips have sophomore Chancl Morgan who
been cut.
flnished 7lst in 31:56.72.
Assistant Coach Greg Storm is
"The women did well considhopeful of the future of the tcnm, ering the injuries that held us
and praises the athletes who back," Storm said. "The competihave stayed along for the ride. • tiveness of the team improved,
"The athletes have worked and due to the program and
hard all semester," Storm said. atmosphere around the runners,

it's hard to focu~ on performing
well."
Among the other teams competing Saturday was Samford,
which won the women's race
with a score of 15 points, taking
the first five places of the race.
Eastern Kentucky followed with
57 points, while Southeast Missouri State finished third with 99
points.
Next was Eastern Illinois at
l20, Morehead State at l29, Tennessee Tech ;H 189, Jacksonville
State at 212, Tennessee State at
226, host Tennessee-Martin at
234, Murray State at 241 and
Austin Peay at 255.
Although the men's t~am did
not compete a~ a team, there
were individual performances.
Sophomore Jon Gorey finished
the 8k race in 48th place in
30:40.3, and junior Nathan
Clinkenbeard finished 67th at
33:31.26. Also competing for Murray State were juniors Brian
Edwards, Clint Borm and sophomore Dewayne Esson.
"Jon Gorey ran very well for
his first conference meet and has

worked hard this season without
any scholarship money,'' Storm
said.
Eastern Kentucky won the
championship of the men's race,
followed by Eastern lllinois in
second with 88 points and Samford third with 93 points. Morehead State was fourth with 117
points, followed by Jacksonville
State at 128. Southeast Missouri
State at 144, Tennessee Tech at
209, Austin Peay· at 243, host
Tennessee-Martin at 251 and
Tennessee State at 299.
Interviews are taking place for
a new head coach of the cross
country team. and anyone interested in running for Murray
State can visit the track office in
Roy Stewart Stadium.
The indoor track season
begins Dec. 12 at the Southern
lllinois Track Meet in Carbondale, Ill.
The team will take two weeks
off to rest, but after that the cross
country team will be seen running early mornings and training
for the love of the sport, not for
the money.

This time of year is crucial for
many outdoor pursuits. Whitetail
deer hunting is supposed to be at its
finest, since this is typically the time
of year when lovcstruck bucks strut
their stuff. Unfortunately, it's been
unseasonabJy bot. Most hunters I've
talked to have seen very little rutting
activity.
.
Fall fishing on the other hand
should be decent. While constant
rains have kept the water muddied to
a degree, the warm temperatures and
the largemouth bass's natural tendency to gorge themselves on shad
before the winter
should help.
A couple of
weeks · ago, my
fiancee, Michelle,
and I made a quick
trip down to the
Blood River at
dusk. We only had
a short while to
fish before dark,
but the water was
low and clear, and
Will
we thought the
Brantley
bass would be Outdoor columnist
feeding
pretty
heavily. They were. In about 30 minutes, Michelle and I landed three nice
largemouths. It wasn't the fJist time
we'd experienced that kind of fishing
in the fall, however.
Last year, the week before modern
firearm deer season opened, Michelle
and I fished the same area. (I hope no
one expects me to tell the exact location of our fishing hole, 'cause they're
in for a long wait.) 1 used medium
baitcasting tackle while Michelle was
casting with her trusty Zebco 33. I
began fishing a white willow-leaf
spinnerbait. I switched to a ZaraSpook when Michelle started getting
strikes on a topwater plug of her
own.
The pool we were fishing was only
about four feet deep, and it had
numerou!i old log . jams protruding
from the surface. The bass had found
a place to call home for the evening,
and we had a big time joining them.
Bass were busting the surface a ll
around, feeding heavily on schooling
shad. Not every cast yielded a strike,
but several of them did. Many of the
fish that hit were quality bass, too. A
couple of them approached four
pounds.
Now. if Michelle and I would've
been hosting a TV fishing show,
you'd have seen us admiring the bass
and gently slipping them back into
the water. That wasn't exactly the
case that day. We let the little fellows
go, but 'f>llege folks can't afford to
buy nice fishing tackle and then
throw the rewards back in the water.
We feasted on fried bass fillets, com
bread and white beans the next
evening.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News, e-mail him
at wbrantley@thenews.org.
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Rifle team wins fourth,
move on to Cincinnati
VOlleyball closes home season with victory for Walsh Invitational

Home sweet home
Ryan Grothe
Staff Writer
rgrothe@thenews.org
T he women's volleyball
squad finished its final
home game of the season
victoriously.
In a 3-0 win over Tennessee-Martin
Tuesday
evening, the Racers (5-15, 2ll Ohio Valley Conference)
exhibited a fiery determination to end the frustration of its eight-game losing streak.
The arduous match,
which included 18 ties and
14 lead changes proved to
be a defensive battle for the
seven Racers who played.
Head
Coach
David
Schwepker credited the
Racers'
hard-working
defense for the sweeping
win (30-25, 30-24, 30-27), as
the team repelled 73 digs
and 13.5 blocks against the
Skyhawks' 55 digs and 13
blocks.
"We have worked a lot
on defense and staying
back," sophomore outside
hitter Holly Jansen said.
"This win was a big boost
Mschacl M<Laurine//he News
for us. We were so due for
it ...
Allie Hunt, sophomore outside hitter from Battle
To celebrate her last Creek, Mich., tips the ball against Austin Peay. T he
career home game, senior Racers lost to Austin Peay and Tennessee Tech, but
outside hitter Kimber ly defeated Tennessee Martin throughout the week.
Bunnage, ranked seventh in
Kemczys .:tlso rejected
the OVC in kills per game, Sutterer said. "We talked
set two Racer Arena three- about wanting to cume m1t s ix block s to help her
game-match records with strong, and we played to defense!, while Sutterer
posted five.
10 blocks and eight block our potential."
Senior setter Casandra
Sophomore
middle
assists. She also had matchhighs with 19 kills and 19 blocker Katie Kcmczys Erscl totaled 16 digs and
added her nine kills and an added 38 assisls to compledigs.
"We knew it was our last impressive zei"o errors in 19 mcnl her 10th-place OVC
home game, and we really attacks for a .474 attack ranking in assists per game.
She
Sophomore outside hitter
wanted to show our crowd percentage.
what we could do," senior is eighth in the OVC for Allie Hunt and_sophomore
libcrn Julie Lashley posted
middle blocker Danielle hitting percentage.

13 digs apiece. Hunt, Lashley and Jansen each served
a co-match-high two aces.
Lashley is currently tied
for fourth in the OVC in
aces per game. .
The Racers played two
other games t his week. Last
Friday Murray State took
Tennessee Tech (8-14 , 3-7
OVC) to the fifth game in
Cookeville, Tenn.
The match remained
intense and close throughout, but Tech prevailed 1917 in the final game.
Murray State was less of
a
challenge
Saturday
against Austin Peay (ll-13,
7-5 OVC) in Murray.
T he game, which honored the Racer seniors,
seemed to steal some of
their glory, but their fight
against Tennessee-Martin
Tuesday redeemed their
honor in their fi nal home
match.
"We're really excited for
the rest of the year," Sutterer said. "Since we're
pretty much out of the
OVC running, we want to
finish the last three games
as strongly as we can."
Tuesday the Racers will
return against Tennessee
State in the first of the season's final three games.
The match will commence
at 7 p.m. in Nashville.
Murray State's three
remaining games will be a
true test for the Racers.
Southeast Missouri State
and Eastern Illinois will
also take on the Racers
Nov. 12 and 13, both of
which are away games.
Now that the Racers
broke the losing streak, it is
determined to carry on the
season with victory.

DanTepe
Staff Writer

Cincinnati next to participate in the Walsh Invitational Saturday and foldtepe@t~enews.org
lowed by a match at the
T he rifle team capped off University of Kentucky (3the first half of the regular 1) Sunday.
season Saturday with a
The Walsh Invitational is
2298-2177 air rifle victory an
open competition,
at Austin Peay, giving them meaning any school, high
four first-place finishes on school or college, can comthe season.
pete.
Head Coach Ann Procult's going to be a big
tor, former Murray State weekend for us," Proctor
All-Ohio Valley Confer- said. "There is going to be a
ence shooter, is pleased lot of teams participating at
with the team's perfor- the Walsh Invitational and
mance.
then we go to Kentucky for
"We're meeting our goals a
shou lder-to-shoulder
and shooting well," Proctor match."
said. "We are really workMurray State has won
ing together as a team and three NCAA Team Championships and nine OVC
practicing hard."
The Racers totaled 2298 Championships, with all
out of a possible 2400 nine of those coming with points.
in the last ll years.
The team was led by
Beginning in 1994 and
senior Robert Purdy. Purdy extending to 2004, the Racfollowed up his strong per- ers have capitalized on
formance from last week numerous OVC champiagainst Morehead with a onships.
better outing against
The team is looking to
Austin Peay. He finished add another championship
with a match-high 581 out and is adamant about its
of a possible 600 points.
chances to succeed.
"Robert
is
doing
"We have done really
extremely well this year," well so far and we like our
Proctor said. "He has been chances,"
sophomore
consistent with his shoot- Justin Sparks said. ''We
ing this season and his think we have a good
scores are showing that."
chance at winning the conJunior Alex Culbertson fe rence and possibly the
shot a 577. Cameron Hicks NCAA championship."
The OVC championships
and Dan Belluzzo, both
freshman, shot a 570 and a take place in Febr uary.
569, respectively.
Until then the Racers have
Other Racers shooters a full season ahead.
were sophomore Brandy
The team, consisting of
Boucherie, who shot a 566, only one Kentucky resident
sophomore Josiah Brooks is made up of players from
Michigan,
shot a 559 and senior Mike Minnesota,
Oregon,
Gardner finished with 552. Washington,
The Racers travel to Texas and Pennsylvania.

Whose Global VIllage Is It Anyway?

International Education W"'eek 2004, Nov. 11·19

Thursday, Nov. 11

CC Theater

7:30

Cinema International: Dirty Pretty Things

Friday, Nov. 12

4:00
Faculty Club
7:30
CC Theater
Saturday, Nov. 13
5:00
Woods Hall Lobby
7:30
CC Theater
Monday, Nov. 15
5:30
CC Ballroom
6:30·7:30
CC Barkley Room

Faculty & Prof...lonal Std Blergarten
Cinema International: Dirty Pretty Things
International Potluck Competition
~lneme International: Dirty Pretty Things
Openl"il Reception
Panel: From the African VIllage to the Global
VIllage

Ms. Nadia Aboalitheir, Dr. Michael Morgan.
Ms. Catherine Nylnl, Ms. Mam·Yassin Sarr,
Dr. Eugene Ngezem
TUe.day, Nov. 18

10:00·11 :00

12:30-1:30

cc Barkley Room
CC Barkley Room

Panel: Challenging the Barriers to Inclusion for Persona
with DINbllltles In the Global Community

Dr. Jo-Ann Hammons, Dr. Arlene Hall.
Dr. Jo Robenson
The Global VIllage and Ita Effects
"The Double-Face of G~llutlon: Africa and the
PIU'adOX of Global Prosperity"
Dr. Eugene Ngezem
" Influencing The Global VIllage"
Dr. Ann Beck
" Effects of the USA Patriot Act"
Mr. Thomas Glover
Panel: The Multicultural Citizen
Dr. Irina Ustinova·-chair, Angela Alcott. Nadia
Ebrahim, Qiao Lee, Omar Qadduml, Elena
Vassihou, Keun sik Suh
Middle Eaatem Culture-Here & There
" Politics and Islamic Movements: The CaN In
Jordan

Dr. Ghassan Halasa
''Iranian Student Adjuatrnent to Higher Education In
the US: Impact Analysts of IN uea, Perapectlvea,
and Experience"

MstraAhi
Venuataa, Utilltaa, Flrmltaa: Architecture ••
Social Contract

Dr. Sandra Jordan
Marketing Scotland' s Golf Tourism lnduatry

Velvet Milkman

Don Juan & Modem Morality
Dr. Bart>ara Cobb
VVednesday, Nov. 17

9:30-2:00
4:30-6:00

CC Ballroom
CC Barkley Room

6:30-7:30

CC Barkley Room

International Bazur
Panel Dlacuaalon: Dlacover KorN, Discover China,
Europe In Transition

Faculty/Professional Staff Professional Development
OpportUnities
Panel: Nationalism In the Age of Global Uncertainty: The
Middle &at. France & Germany, and the US
Dr. Chris Bierwirth. Dr. Bill Schell, Dr. Terry Strieter

Thursday, Nov. 18

10:00·10:45

CC Barkley Room

The Green Globe
"Teaching •• Social Actlvlam: French for • Green Planet"

Curris Center 3rd Floor Ballroom

Dr. Therese Saint Paul
" The Effects of Ecotourlam on the Environment and
Traditional Culture In the Phlllpplnea: A Study of
Development Polley and Practice"

Candi Duffer
11:()()..12:15

CC Theater

Keynote Speaker

Gary Shaw, international Justice Mlss•on
Friday, Nov. 19

5:00·5:45

·-/

"Daf Performance"
Mitra Ahl
For further details or to check on any additions or changes to the schedule. go to
www mursyky edylgacdlcjpfn,htm
CC Barkley Room
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Riding high
Cycling club team makes Murray State history at nationals
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkcnbvard(ct·thenews.org

After qualifying for the National
Collegiate Cycling Association
Mountain Bike Championships,
six cyclists traveled to Seven
Springs Mountain Resort, Pa., last
weekend to compete in a mud
bath.
The rain started when the
cyclists arrived Thursday night
and the temperatures dropped to a
chilly 40 degrees.
"The rain started, temperature
dropped and the visibility was
horrible with all the fog since we
were on a mountain." said Jake
Stone, Murray State's cycling
team president and captain. "It
~as brutal all weekend."
This year marked the first time
the cycling team qualified an
entire team for the national championships. finishing lOth in Division li. Last year, two cyclists
qualified, but they competed as
individuals.
"Going into the season we knew
we had a chance to go to nation~ls,'' Stone, senior, said. "I really
did a lot of work trying to promote
ttie club, and it started to pay off."
Following a season that lasted
five weekends with 10 races, the
Midwest Conference culminated
in a regional meet that sent the top
four teams in Division I and II to
nationals.
.Murray State finished in third
place overall out of the Division II
teams as Union College and the
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater beat the Racers.
'All Division I and II schools in
the states of Kentucky, Illinois,
Indiana, Missouri, Ohio, Michigan
and Wisconsin compete in the
Midwest Conference.
The star for the cycling team
this season was junior David Tim;,
mo,ns, as fie, won tti_e..~hqrt track
~
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(From left) Junior David Timmons, sophomore Kyle Sumner,
Stone and Harris talk about their races after completing the cross
country part of the NCCA National Mountain Bike Championships. Murray State finished in lOth place in Division n.

jthotos courtesy of Jake Stone

Senior Jake Stone and graduate student Derek Harris catch a flat
part of the muddy cross country race. Sto ne is the current president and captain of the cycling club team, and this was the first
time in Murray State's history it qualified for nationals as a team.
event at regionals and placed Timmons is also classified as a
fourth in the nation for the cross professional mountain biker. He
country race.
turned pro at the age of 19, and
"l was hoping to win, but it still this is his second year as a pro.
feels nice to get up on that podi"The riders in that class are the
urn," Timmons said. "It's a great best in the world.'' Timmons said.
feeling to be up there with the "Lance Armstrong competes in
best bikers in the nation."
that category sometimes and does
Timmons tfansferrcd from Fort really well. The bad thing about
Lewis College. which won the pro is you don't win a lot."
Division r team championship at
Another cyclist. sophomore
nationals. 'fhis was the .first&1~ Kyle Sumner, transferred from
r~it forI lie c\.lctini-iHam'
as• 1.~
'1-tWdsay Wifson U llege, wh1ch
-l
"f'

had cycling as a varsity sport.
Sumner and Timmons both competed in the A classification races
all season long.
The A class riders bike 30 miles
and the B class riders race around
zO miles. Sumner and Timmons
were the only riders to compete
on a regular basis in the A class for
Murray State.
Four riders comprised the team
at nationals - Timmons, Sumner,
Stone and graduate student Derek
Harris. Two other riders also
made the trip, Barry Morris and
Jeffrey Ncwnum. and competed in
the R class race. Lees-McRae College won the Division II competition.
Brent Book-walter. from LeesMcR:w won the Division II race
with a time of l hour, 42 minutes,
59 seconds. Timmons finished 9:19
behind Bookwalter.
In the Division I competition
Fort lewis claimed the title as
Josh Bezecny of the University of
Colorado won the men's title with
a time of 1:36:56. Colorado finished
with tlie lop two finishers ana

four of the top 12 finishers but
could not thwart Fort Lewis.
Two women competed on the
cycling team, but misfortune cut
their seasons short and kept them
from competing in the national
championships.
Sophomore Katie Marks was
going to go to nationals but suffered a mild concussion and was
forced to stay home.
Non-student Nina Sewtlik, a
triathlete from Germany, was
going to be one of the team's top
riders but she fractured her arm in
the first race of the season at the
University of Missouri.
The national championships are
sponsored by the NCAA, but the
NCAA has yet to vote in the sport
of cycling to competition.
The NCAA votes on cycling
every year, but the sport is turned
down because of sponsorship
problems.
Regardless, the sport of cycling
moves on, and the team will use
the winter to prepare for the road
:;eason
that
starts in mid-Februl J
•
•
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TAN
W.E
SPECIALIZE IN
COL Oat

Hair and Tanning Salon

759-EDGE

$39ss

AND
IJ{'J§'llL'J§!H'T's 1

(located In front of Wai-Mart)

l MONTH
UNLIMITED
TANNING!!!

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
TATIERSAll~

LEXJNGT0:-.1, KY Arabi·
an & HJifiArabiJn H~ Auction. Ovc'f

250 Head. Nov. 12th, 13th 2004. Frid.ty
1;()()pm Saturd.ly 11 :OOam. 0. er 1 ')(I
heild to wll wi~ttout re.;erve. 405·13054&4. lltH Adcli~ AuGtiont'Cf.

S.wvmrlls- S2,69S Lurnbr...-Mate-2000 &
I Ulnherlllt··24. Norwood Industries
also m,1r1llfa• fllrl~ utihty AlV <1ll~< h·
111c111s, log skidclers, portahiP ltt~o~rd

t•dg1·r' and forestry equlpnwnt.
Free
inform.1tiQn: 1·800-578-1 363 1'\IJOOr-.

www.norw(}(xlimJustrie~.com

M.1nufadured homes N~ and Prc0.\·ncd- 2, 3, & 4 brorooms. Financing
available. Open 7 days a WC{!k, Interstale! 1-lornes Richmond & Stilnford, KY
1-888-538-4638

FOR RENT
l'mfL'!>sron,rl oillce span~ for rent 111
h,mkiort. Just ot1 US 127 near 1-b~
Appmxirn.H«•Iy 700 •qu.1f<1 lr!el on st·l'·
ond tloor, priv.1te balh, dosets $C.OO f'l''
monlh, 1ndu<.les water/sewer, eletrri(,
gas. Ctll502-223·~8! 1.

HELP WANTED
Sener nt'edt'd at Big Apple Cafe. Apply.

in person. M~t be 20 years old.
Want a $$Million careerl Looking for
~!.oriente-d students not afraid to
.0001 for the moon, building your own
$Million a year business. Potential
unlimited. FREE company DVO. 170491-8(>25 or 293·01~ after 9 p.m.

..__,d

rcqUirc!d. For more inform.1t1on, all
(866!611·2184 fxtJ..CJ64

St.>ekmg experieoced log buyt'r Pled5(•
f.l\ resume and information to ('j7J)421).
l437 01 call (8121449-1508.
J7 CPM Guaranteed! 1'1-36 q>m Start
'''raises ev<'l)' 2 mos. to reach J7 cpm.
Add 2cr extra for CVl'IV mtf<' w/monthly
bonu~. P~r~Jgr: indudcs lx!nc!lt~ w·prc-

discount. New Frcighrhnt't10,
homt• 4 tkty~ t'Vl'r)' Z Wt.~l·.s, Mu~t IMv•• l
JllllS. (I,,_~ A Exp. EOt: l-877·4~2·'ilt27
5\ ription

Driver· Company driwrs "Nc\., pay
pa< kag1•" $42,000+ rour I~ yl'w!!
"Ass1gncd condos 'Grc.lt h•.lmC lime411 7 days a week. 877-687-5627 )DC
Logisti~

Driver- Covenant Tran~pon. f£".ams and
S()los check out our new p.l) plan. Ask
about our Regional .runs. Owner Operators, P.Xpcrieocod driYCIS. sole!$, tc;;~rns
;mel gradu,th' 5tudents. Call 1.'8118MORf:-PAY (1-888-667-1729! l'qu.rl
Oppo1tunity Employt>r.
Driwr· Now e.Jm more! lnt r(',l~<' ln P·'r.

f~<tll..;tflt-. CnntraC'IM & Com1~11W ,,..,~
t'tl. rt.1tbed- u·frigcratt..'tl- t.mk<'f. <i-.\'l·thc-

road. S<)nlC R!'gion.1l. Cummen:i.tl Dri-

plus lull benefit~. fango rr.msport 877-

826-4605
l)nvc~:

Owner Qp•·rjlt«JIS• rratl(lt5

$1 .53, Straight Ttutks S1.15, <.1rgo
Villl!o $,75-.llO, ~ign 011 lllCCtlliVl' (,:,)ll
fn·St.ttt> r:xpt~li!l>O 881!·1.!0 5424

C.ot HoiTl('timel $900

Wt'<'~lv.

•Hom{•
eo.cry weekend "R~ton.1l runs "Out &
Badi freight •HcJith. 01 nt<JI Vision
Owner Ops welcome' DGI 800-'i06-

CJ7l1

"Jecd a Job? CR5T No CXjK'fi(OCt'f NO
problem! .'lo crecfll check. No month I)'
p~yrncnt. lm~l"te ~n!,'(il p.1ck,1gt:'
now hiring In rour aro·... 1·677 441-

82119

Rt•gion,JI Runs Avail.rhl1·! Honll' week·
lv. Midwt•Sl· ,'Jorth•·.tSl· SouthP.I~I. 1\IStt
liinng orR Company. Own••r OpN.IlrJr
<iulo· Te;uns. Call 1·8llO·U l·i)RIVE:
shltp:/lwww.cttdrive.conl)\VWW.t fidrivt•

com

Run close to home! $,41/mrle! h:cellcnl miles! I lome wceld)·l Nrw equipment! Blue (ross/ Blue Sh:eld! Dcnl.ll!

Driven- ~7¢ a milel Owner Opcrat!HS96c all miles! 2,700-3.100 miles! wc.:k
il11 ye;u! No Touch. 2) ·~ars OTR, ClassA CDl. \VWW.m~rsidtrilnsporuom
800·%3-.l%.3
Drivers: Company, Ownt·r Op~ 111'1'
urTt·r miles >~nd monev! 11om<• 111111'
[l('llt'hlS: •101 k. hei!lih,' dPtlt.ll, VISion
JV•tilable. COL-A, 2.1, l·yr. Ollt I·
ll77·61l·618S ext. 28fi.

EBay Oppoounir)'l $11-$33/hr possible. Traming rrov1ded. l'o:o experit•n1e

Dnwrs: New

&7 GC _Q<G

Owner op<>rators ()r company.
J,OOO mtlesl \\l'ek 0'0 earn .9&pm.
Cornp.,nv drrver~ rarn up to • 17 c pm
Driver~:

com

Training. I-800-771-6Jlll
http'//vvw.v.primcinc.e<lllllwwlv·P'imeinc.

mtle. No forcf'!d dtSp.llt:h. Home w('('k·
ends, older trucks welcomed. T&T
Ut.'<ltca!ed Camers. Inc. uoulsvlllc, KY

d

2'38 237

~~t_'r's lkL~

C:(•nlral K'r Ford Ot'alership seeko; JX'f•;on,thll•, sclt-motivated individual for long1<'1 m employment in Serv1ce ~1rtmcnt.
Reynolds experience helpful. Excellent
working conditions, gro'>\th opponuOity
at Y. .-.11 e:>t.Jblishei:l firm. Call Ed
(502)695·1990.

w

mil~, hometimP, bcnt:'frt$. I )CJr 01 f.(,
WlO<I MVR .md Class-A ( Dl Rl'<tulrt"<l.
TOTAL 8QO.<J42-21 04 e~1msions 2oJ,

Dnvcrs:

Mu\t be Owner Op<·raror~.

No touch frc>ight. Up to $0.88/$1.00

1·800-S 11-0082
.J6CI:Imsl<~

l'a~

Pacl.:ago.: SIMI .32¢·
dcpendtng on bpCII<>nC(',

41 Okl EZPas.J 1 oll Cards! Heartland
Expr~s
1-801).441·-lq')]
(hllp;//www.he,tnlanlle'<pres>.com)ww
w,ltcartlandc:.xpress.<;OJn
••st~rTran~po11•• Nt'<'<h inexpc·ru!nc••d
dnvt•r,, I hun" most WL'ckc·nds, l'!!II•J·

hdl trull.:s,

,h,lrl~lturtlon. 5t;~rfing

2fHI'

pm. Food- l•Kigtn!l providL~I. I·1100·
4'i5-lf>li2

Yvu can with K)-SC'N..:!'! \\'ant to rc.Jl'h
a brood ,JUdicncc•, but un~url.' .1boot how
to go nboot rH You can plac•• a 2'i·word
claSsified ad in 71 Kentuclcy n~
ior as littlc .1~ $llii with C>ne ordt'f, one
p.!)'TT){'nt for information, cont.ICt the,
c.lassllr(.<d dt.'Jl'lflment of thrs ll('\\-spapcr,
or c.lll KPS 1-'l02-22:j-881 l

•

<

TRAVEL

MISC.

ClASSIFifDS RATES

••:11 Spring Break Websl~! lowest
prices gu.ranh!ed. Free mt'als and free
drinks. Bool< 11 people, gel 12th trip
free! Group discounb for 6+
www .SpringBre..kDiscounts.com or
IIOO.a38-8202.

We want your While O.:tk logslll American Stave Company is seeking White
Oak Stave logs 10 vour area. \Ve are
payin~ lop pnces for slavt•logs 11-rnohes rn ilia meier and up. Jllcasc rail larry
r812t296·0515 for mow lnfonnation.

Pl ace your
message 1n

#1 Spring Break Vacation~! Cancun,
).lmaica, Acapulco, Bahama5, Florida &
C()SQ Rica. 110% Best Prict~!Book now
and get free partit.'!l & mC'al~l Gmup discounts. Coll'llpus reps w;mted! 1-80()..
234-7007 endiesssumn1C'rloun.com.

Log llomt• Dt>~ler-; w.mtcd. GrPal e.1rn·

An Affordable and bcJutiiul wr.dding
c.hapel in the Smoky Mouotams. Chrbtlan ccrernonv pictures, vtdro. flowers
S I 'iO. Also pro\·iding cabins. formal
\\Car. call 1-800-912·20.)2 www.wccJ.
dJnglx·lbinthC51110ki~.com

CHrRRY

BLOSSOM

COL F Al\ID

COUNTRY CUJB, Gt'<trgl'tmvn. Golf
Digest voted uo; h<'~t pl.1• ·~ tt> play
l0041 Join us lor your n•~l Jmmdloullllg. Specidl Memhurship .1v,1il~ble.
502·570-91149!

EDUCATIONAL
Atrline ,\\echanic- Raprd tr.tintng ror a
high payrng carocr- t\viation M.irnten.JnCe. FAA prcdrcts severe shortage.
fmancrJI Aid- joh p1acl'ment assistance r8118)34'J·Sl87 All\\(, locations.
Eall'l your dcgrct.'- Onlint• trom home.
Business. p<~ralcgal. Ctll't1putN~. 1\:ct·
working and more. ltn.1nd.1l aid ,rv"7!il,lhle, job pl.tn•tncnl as,lst.snu•, and
wmput('rs providl·d. Callrn•• ri!Mt)l:l58·
2121.

rng potenti.11, cM·clll•nt proilt!>, prote\.1t•d territory. lil<.·limt~ wilrr.mty. Amt•rit;,ln M,1de- Hom'!>! v.IIUl' Call D.mtel
Bvone Loll_ Hom~ 1·881l-4-U-41·10

ze

,. ._ ._ ,. -

•

..,.

class ifieds for

SSCASHSS Cash now for structured settler11ef1b . .JnnuniC$, and in,urance payouts. f!IOO)i94·7HO J.G. WPnh~orth._
JG 1/Vpntworth rm~Jns <..r~h now ior
~tructurt'<l ~etllcnwnt~.

C..1sh lOt slrurturl'<l \ettlenwnv .1nnulty
p.lymc·nls. II'S Y''l" rnr.meyJ Get cash
now when you tlt'('\1 It m<>~ll Olde~tl
Bt'St in the· bu"nt'Ss. Sf'ltlemcnr Pur·

c.hasets. 1-877-Money·Me.
Free 4.Ro<)m DIRFCTV System includes
:>tandard installation. 3 months free
H80 & Cmcmax! 1\cc.CS$ to over 225
channels! Llmitt'CI time oiier. S&H,
restridions apply. l-800-20/l-4b17

lllscna TIE Ill. If

PER WORD!

TI-m Musrray

DISPJIInsiNG

NEWS

••news.era

111 Wilson Hall

famtl)· Health care w/prescription plan!
$69.';;15/mo; Best network, excellent
coverasc. no limil.thons, includes dental. viston, pre-cxrsting cond. OK! Call:
wcs 1.800-288-9214 ('X1.2H2 ·surtu1• (('('> rc:JYit'L'(I

t"!:s::C

Sta te News

Attention Hom(~)wncr: Displ.1y homes
wantl'd for vinyl ~id,ng. windows, roois.
No payment until April 2005. f:a~y
Cn.'<in WriT\$. Payments ~t.:nting at S99 a
month. 1-800·251·01141

HEALTH

zr ..- ,.- ,... n e

The Murray
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Classifieds must be
paid before they run.
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